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MONTREAL MEDICAL JOURNAL.
VOL. XIX. NOVEMBER, 1890. No. 5.

ADDRESS
DELIVERED AT THE OPENING OF THE FITTY-EIGHTH SESSION.

OF THE FAOULTY oP MEDICINE OF MOGILL UNIVERSITY,
OCT. 1sT, 1890.

BY R CRAIK, M.D.,
Dean of the Faculty.

GENTLEMEN :-Ith as long been the custom in this as in other
medical schools, for the teachers in turn to deliver to the
students and others, two discourses or addresses in each year.
One usually known as the valedictory, at the end of the winter
session, and more or less of a retrospective character, dealing
with the session which has passed, and offering words of kindly
counsel and good wishes to the graduates who are then to leave
us. The other at the beginning of the following session, and
more or less prospective in character, welcoming the new as,
well as the older students, and mentally shaking hands with
each of them, preparatory to joining in the mutual labors of a
busy session.

It has fallen to my lot. to be asked to deliver this ôpening
address, and it is with feelings of sincere pleasure that I offer
to every student, on behalf of the professors and teachers, a
cordial welcome and our best wishes for their welfare, physi-
cally and socially, as well as professionally.

In the remarks which I propose to address to you to-day, T
have thought it might not be amiss to depart somewhat from
the beaten path of introductory lectures, and to take a some-
what retrospective, as well as a prospective, view of the
changes which medical education in general has undergone
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during the present and perhaps the procoding generation, and
the changes which it may be expected to uindergo in the genor-
ation which is to follow. In dong so i nay bo pardoned ifI
take my examplos and illustrations largely fron the expori.
ences of our own school; for I think I may fairly claii for it
that, so far at least as this continent is concerned, it has always
since its commencement miaintained a leading position, in the
thoroughness of its teaching, in the high and iidvanced stand-
ard of its curriculum, and in the reputation and prestige whilch
its graduates have carried with tien to overy part of tie
world.

Medical education ialf a century ago was a nuch more
primitive and simple process than the olaborate and complox
systems of to-day, and yot no part, of the prsent systen is
superfluous or could be omitted withont producing danlgeros
veakness, and if we are to koop puce withî the prosent rapid

progress of medical science and medical discovery, wo must bo
prepared for the same development and incrîeaso in the future
as we have experienced in the past.

Up to a comparatively recent date, the systemn of neiical
apprenticoship formed an important part of medical Oducation,
and indeed necessarily so, for in- the absence of the preosent
facilities for hospital clinical instruction, no other means were
accessible to the student, by whici ho couild learn to apply in
actual practice those principals and procopts whicih lie haud
learnt froin his books or in the lecture room. li tie old-tino
curricula, one or two years of private study witi a private
practitioner was acceptod as equivalent to the same time
passed at the schools; and even ut the presrient day the licons-
ing board of titis province concedes the privilege of one year's
study with a private practitioner as an optional part of the fuil
four years' curriculum. In the bettor equipped schools of the
present day this system has passcd alinost entirely away, andi
has been replaced by the more systenatic and skilled instruc-
tion in the hospital wards and in the laboratorics. Didactic
lectures also formed a far more important part of a medical
course in former years than they now do, and indeed private
medical instruction by private practitioners and didactic lec-
tures in the class room, with pe-haps a few demonstrations in
anatomy and chemistry, may be said to have made up the sum
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turned the old system upside down, The practical and per.
sonal parts of the teaching which in the schools, at least, were
subordinate to the descriptive and didactic, have now become
the most prominent and important, while the more fbrmal
lectures as such, are mostly confined to those fundamental and
elementary facts and principles, which must always form a
necessary foundation for practical knowledge.

But if the changes in the methods of medical teaching have
been great and have added greatly to its effectiveness, they
have also rendered necessary a greatly increased expenditure.
A systematic course of lectures once written out, and even
when illustrated with plates and diagrams or sirmpl e apparatus,
is a comparatively simple affair, and can be maintained year
after year at little expense, and can be made to serve for three
hundred as well as for three score; but with practical teach-
ing and demonstrations it is entirely different. One teacher
may be able to give proper personal attention to the practical
work of say forty or fifty stadents, but if the number is in-
creased to two liundred or t wo hundred and fifty, it will require
five teachers instead of one to do the work. It does not noces-
sarily follow that the expenditure must increase in the direct
ratio of the numbers, for qualified assistants nay ofteri be
employed at less expense, but iii any case augnented nunbers
in practical classes means increased expenditure.

Laboratories also are expensive affairs. Their construction,
equipment and maintenance are attended with great and con-
tinued expenditure. Tech n ical apparatus is usua lly expensive
on account of the comparatively limited demand and conse-
quently limited supply, and is usually perishable and difficult
to keep in order and requires frequent renewal, and the cost of
maintenance, even with the greatest care, is always consider-
able.

Nor does it seem at ail likely that there is to be in the future
any material diminution in the cost of practical work in con-
nection with medical education, and as practical work is still
likely more and more to replace mere descriptive teaching,
the necessary expenditure may be expected rather to increase
than to diminish.

But, it may be asked, are not the fees from the students
intended to meet these expenses, and has not the cost of &
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medical education been increased to the studeit in proportion
to the cost of providing it? The answer is, that medical teach-
ing, properly so-called, bas novoir been self-supporting, and is
now less so than ever before. It is truc that the aggregate
amount of the student's fees is now greuter by some twenty or
thirty per cent. than it was five and twenty years ago; but in
the same period not only has the aggregate of school expendi-
ture been more than doubled, but in some of the departments
it has been even trebled and quadrupled, and all this while
practising the most rigid economy in every particular.

Nor does there seem at present to be any remedy for this
disparity between the price paid for a medical education and
the increasing cost of providing it; for the scale of fees is vir-
tually controlled by those schook which have the fewest real
advantages to give to their pupils, while their degrees have the
same legal value as the best in the land. There are many and
strongr reasons, also for considering it most undesirable to
attempt to impose any additional burdens upon the medical
student of to-day. He has sufficient to contend with in the
increased requirements of the ever extending curriculum in
matters connected with bis preliminary examination, and in
the vexatious differences and re-examinations which are
brought upon him by our absurd provincial medical laws.

Having thus endeavored briefly to outline the important
changes which the system of medical education bas undergone
in the past, and is likely to undergo in the future, let me
endeavor to show also very briefly how these changes have

afected our own school, the Faculty of MecGill University, and
how we have been enabled to meet them.

I think it may be safely taken for granted that nearly every
doctor worthy of the name, who loves bis profession, also
loves to talk about it, and being fully impressed with the noble
character of his calling, he naturally longs to impart his
knowledge to others. This is the true missionary spirit, and
bearing this in mind it will be more easy to account for the
fact that medical schools are apt to break out at most unex-
peeted times and in most unexpected places, and are apt also
to exhibit most wonderful vitality under adverse circum-
Stances. They may be starved, they may be persecuted, they
may be legislated against and they may seem to be blotted out,
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but they will crop up again and go on with their work with a
persistency and a doggod determination which are but the
evidences of a powerful, tIoul, erhaps, unrecognized impel.
ling force. It was in sone such way -s this that our school
first cameinto existence, and it has been in great measure cthe
influence of sone such impelling force, that ha:îs enabled it to
overcome the many and great dilficulties which it has had to
encounter in the course of its career.

It was sixty-six years ago, that is in 1824, four eairtiest and
energetie mon, Drs. Robertsoi, Uolnes, Caldwell aid SteplIen-
son, founded and opened the nucleus of this school, under the
niame of the " [edical Institution." It was continued unlder
that naine until 1829, wlhen it became the Medical Faculty of
McGill College. 0f its early history little need be said. It
was sinply a struggle fbr existence, in which thilure mnuch of
the time seemed quite as probable as success, and wheni, during
the political troubles from 1836 to 1839, it was obliged to close
its doors, it seemed as if its light had gone out forover.

But that inherent love Ibr teaching which so laIrgely per-.
vades the ranks of our profession, and which had been suffi-
cient to open the school in 1824, was again sullicient to revive
it in 1840, when its classes were reopened, and shortly after-
wards, in or about 1842, it was almost entirely reorganized.. it
corps of teachers considerably enlarged, its curriculum extend-
ed and improved, and confortable quarters were provided for
most of its classes iii the central building now occupied by the
Faculty of Arts.

Up to this time the assets of the school may be said to have
been nil. There was neither museum ior library worthy of
the name, and each teacher worked for bis own hand, and fur-
nished his own equipment of every kind, paying for it as best
he could out of bis few straggling fees, and trusting to his
private practice to support himself and bis làmily. But the
school had now a local habitation and a naime ; it was the
Faculty of Medicine of McGill College, and it was boused in
the college buildings.

From this time its success was no longer doubtful. There
sprang Up an esprit de corps among the teachers, among the
students, and ainong the graduates, which became an impor-
tant factor in the work, and which has continued and grown
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The history of these years was one of steady and continied
progress, not only in the number of our students and graduates,
but in the more thorough and practical character Of the teach-
ing, and in material improvernents in the curriculum, more
particularly with reference to t he preliiinary examinations
and the division of the professional examinaions into primary
and final.

But the building which had served our purpose so many years
had latterly been ineonveniently overcrowded, and more roomn
was needed, not only for the larger classes, but to accommo-
date the growing library and museum, and to aford room for
contemplated improvements in the way of laboratories and
vorking rooms in several of the departments. At this

juncture, and guided chiefly by the wise counsel of Sir Wm.
Dawson, we resolved once more to retrace our steps, and to
ask the college authorities to receive us again into their classic
precincts. The governors responded generously to our- appeal,
and in 1871 the front or main portion of the prcsent building
was built for us and placed at our disposal.

But, willing as the governors were to cone to our relief, the
means at their disposal for this purpose werc very limited,
only sufficient to give us the building with its bare walls, and
without fittings or furnishings of any kind. These, with
all the necessary e<uipment of laboratories, class rooms and
other requireinents for improved mnethods of teaching, had to
be provided by the members of the ficulty from their own
personal means. Our late dean, Dr. Campbell, headed the list
with one thousand dollars, and the rest of us followed as best
we could with simaller sums, until a sufficient sum, anounting
to a good many thousand dollars, was forthcoming, the build-
ing was made ready for occupation, and the work itself; under
greatly improved conditions and surroundings, was begun in
the new building in the autumn of 1871.

Closely fellowing upon the opening of the new building
came the next important forward step in the matter of practi-
cal teaching. Laboratory vork was begun in 1874 in physio-
logy, histology and pathology by Dr. Osler, one of our own
graduates, and fresh from the laboratories of the most distin-
guished workers and authorities of Europe.

The improved methods of teaching and the increased facili-
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ties had the effect of attracting to us a coistaLntly inoreasing
number of students, until it soon began to be apparent that our
new promises, commodious as they seemed ut first to be, wore
rapidly becoming too small for our steadily enlarging classes.
The increased cost also of the practical toeling was begin-
ning to tell serioisly upon our resources, and we had again to
look about us for the means of adaptirg our incone to our
increasing needs and to our increased expenditure. It was
about this time that the faculty iad the misfortune to rneet
with a very serious loss in the death of its dean, Dr. Carnpbell,
one who for more than forty years had devoted his great
talents antd his great influence to the service of the faculty,
and whose loss at the time seemed to the 'faculty to be almnost
irreparable.

But Providence, whose ways are often inscrutable, seeied
even to overrule this misfortune for the good off the faiculty;
for it put it into the hCart of our present noble Chancellor, Sir
Donald A. Smith, while listenin-r to a oulogy of Dr. Campbell,
by his successor, Dr. Ioward, to ofer to the faculty the muni-
ficent sum of $50,000 as an endowument fund, on the condition
that the citizens of Montreal should contribute a like sumf for
the sarne purpose; the two sums to be called respectively the
Leanchoil and the Carmpbell menorial funds. I ned not say
how gladly the Faeulty accepted the generous offer, nor how
eagerlv they set to work to colleet the stipulated sum frora
the citizens. Nor need 1 try to tell how well and generously
thev were met by many of the citizens, nor how they ther-
selves personally tried to add their full share te the subscrip-
tion. Suffice it to say that the amount was son raised, the
.un promised by Sir Donald was promptly paid over, and
the faculty found itself apparently relieved of all its diffi-
tulties by the magnificent erdowmnent of one hundred tlhousand
dIollare.

We found ourselves, therefore, in 188% with a handsome
endowment, with a growing reputation. with a large staff cf
practical and enthusiastic teachers. with a constantly increas-
ingr number of students. and with a building too small te
accommodate then. It thus beçarne necessary te take imme-
diate steps to enlarge our building, and to provide additional
accommodation for our growing classes. We again applied to
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the governors of the college for the required addifionIs to tlhO
b>uilding, hoping from the incrcased incoino froi the endow-
ment, to be able to nheet Lheî nocessary expenses of fittinug up
and naintaining tho new buildings. To our great disappoint.
ment, we fbund ,hat the governiors woro witiout iliensiN at thecir
disposal from which to carry out our wishos, anl thoir oily
alternative, thorefore, was to borrow fromn our fund te neces.
sary sumn required for the orection of the additional buildings,
witlh a promise, of course, of the e1paymnt. of tie aimoiint, se
soon as the condit-ion Of the tfilalleus Of flie univorsity 1made it
possible to de so. The sum tus withdrawn frin our fuind
am»ouintod to nearly one-third of the whole, and the resuilt hW
been a source of considorablo cmnbarrassmont to us, for iL lias
deprived us of a large portion of our expected 'revoenuee froin
this source, and has left sone ni' our import,ant, practical
(lopartmeits without thtL matorial aid whici we had hoped Lo

give thom, and has to that extunît impuired their iselîiness and
interfbred witl the ropitation and growthu of the faculty as a
whole.

But that is not, all, nor oven the worst. Tie buil(iiigs,
which live years ago seemoed large cnocuîgh to serve us fbr
a goneration, are rapidly becoming full to overflowing, and wo
nimust look about us agaii alnost immediatoly for inreased
accommodation. What is to be done? Are ve to lot students
leave us for want of room ? Are we to send thom Lo places
where their education will be less officiently carried on ? And
are wC to confess our weakness, and say to the world thamt we
must sihut our doors in the faces of thoso who are krocking ait
them for admission.

Gentlemen, I know that We shall do noue of these Lhings.
It cannot, be possible that we shouid be asked to do any of
thom. Wre wili ask our frienmds to heilp us. If necessary ive
will take our bats in ouIr hanids and go through Lhe streets and
ask theni to lelp us. And they will ielp us. They wili not
allow the tide of our sîuccess to flow backward. They will not
allow the standard of our medical education to be lowered.
They will not allow our doors to be closed to those who are
seeking to corne in; but Lhey will help us to open thorn stil
wider. They will help us to raise still higher the high stan-
dard of our medical teaching, and they wili holp us in sustain-
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closely in bis philanthropie footsteps. Look at Dr. Cliiirich in
our Legislalive Assenbly, on the Benci, on the Board of
Governors, an honored and trusted counsclor. Look at Sir
Charles Tupper, our Iigh Comniissioner and framier of
trcatics ; and look at our graduates scattered throughout the
growing towns and villages of our great Northwest, and aci
a centre of culture, intelligence and influence, whose advice is
souglht on alnost, ail subjects, and wlho probably do more in a
young country to impres their ideas and individualities upon
the plastic elements of the growing population around then
than any other class cf p whatsoever.

But te cone dovn te our own institution, to the Medical
Faculty of McGill College, what is it thatgives to its graduates
the high rank to whicli they attain wherever Lhey may go?
It is due te no one cause, but to a conibination of causes. It
is due first to the fliet that we strive to make their education
as thoroughi as possible from beginning to end. It is due aiso
to the fact that we try as much as possible to keep the whole
training of the student in their own hands, and that we do not
encourage him to wander about from school to school, taking
a little from one and a little from the other, to the confusion
of his ideas and the weakoning of his character. But, lastly,
and most of all, we aimn at making our graduates not mere
medical and surgical automata, not more empirics and slaves
to authorities, who prescribe for diseases according te their
names, or because some Professor This or some Doctor That
lias said that it is the proper thing to do; but we aim to mnake
them thoughtful and philosophical men; mon who are accus-
tomed to think for thomselves, and who are able to give a
sufficient reason for the faith that is in them.

We endoavor also to impress them with a full sense of their
great responsibiities-that their sins of omission may be quite
as serious as their sins of commission-that it is thei.r duty
not only to save life, but to save health and to save organs,
and that the man who knowingly allows a curable disease ïV>
permanently damage a 'heurt or a lunig, or who allows a c0n-
tinued high temperature to infliet serious injury upon a sens'-
tive brain or nervous system, is quite as much to blame as the
surgeon who would lop off a limb which a little more skill or
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PERI-URETHRAL CELLULITIS AND URETHRAL
FISTULA.*

BY Sim JAMES GRANT, M.D., K.C.M.G.
There are two varieties recognized of this disease, one of which

occurs in isolated patches of small size in and about the penile
portion of the urethra; and a second, forming one continuous
mass between the layers of the triangular ligament behind the
bulb. In the latter the inflammation is much greater than in
the first, and although it may resuit from blows or falls on the
perineum, it may also be the result of a small point of follicular
ulceration behind a stricture, the urethral vall becoming gradu-
ally pierced, resulting in the rapid spread of inflammation in the
superjacent cellular tissue,-in fact, urethral cellulitis with its
circle of associations, as in the following case I now present to
this assembly.

Feb. 16th, 1879.-R. W., St. 40 years ; regular conformation
of body, moderate stature, spare habit generally; facial expres-
sion indicative of anxiety. Scrotum and perineum much swollen,
quite tender over a considerable part of their surfaces, the evi-
dences of inflammation, the result of urinary escape and infiltra-
tion being undoubted. Said to have voided urine naturally the
day previous, but being dull and languid at the time was unable
to give any positive information. Tongue coated ; pulse 110;
temperature 102° ; bowels inactive, and hypogastric region aiso
considerably swollen and painful on pressure. From the 15th
to 18th peritonitic symptoms were well defined, associated with
feeble pulse. Without delay free incisions were made in the
perineum and linseed poultices regularly applied, which afforded
great relief. At this stage I found it impossible to introduce a
catheter into the bladder. Turpentine fomentations over the
abdomen as necessity demanded.

History.-In 1869 contracted gonorrhoa, which was unusu-
ally acute in its character, having continued more or less for a
period of full three months. In 1874 observed a gradual lessen-
ing of power in urination, the stream being small, divided and

Paper rend before the meeting of the Canadian Medical Association, at Toronto,
Sptemb er. 1890.
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irregular. At this date he resided in Western Canada, and was

treated for stricture. On the night of Feb. 15th, '79, ho was
attacked with cold chills, followed by high fever and entire sup-
pression of urine ; severe pain in the perineum associated with
the well-defined indications of urethral rupture and urinary in-
filtration. The great dificulty in passing urine and the sudden

relief mnarked a history undoubted as to character. Ordered a
saline enema and infiaiîed part well sponged with warrn water.
Free escape of urinary secretion through incisions.

Feb. 21st.-Quite a large portion of the integment of scro-
tum and perineurm sloughei, gangrenous discoloration having
indicated that termination. An openirg in the mermbrar.ous
urethra fully three-quarters of an inch in length was the result
of this destruction of tissue. The floor of the urethral cariai
was freely exposed, from which urine escaped quite freely.
System well supported by liberal diet and, in addition, the free
administration of irori and quinine. After the complete separa-
tion of the sloughs, febrile symptoms gradually subsided and the
improvemcent as to general health was very marked. Rupture
and extravasation having taken place prior to coming under my
care, free incisions were at once made and poultices applied con-
stantly.

Feb. 27t.-Febrile symptoms having about subsided, and the
functions of the stomach and bowels become moderately normal,
the question now arose how best to close the uretral fiatula.
The extensive loss of tissute from the urethral channel, conse-
quent on the sloughing process, the result of decomposed urine,
rendered the operation of " urethroplasty" very difficult. IIav-
in; observed a most marked disposition towards the formation
of soft, pultaceous and yet vigorous granulations, giant-like in
character. about the seat of the urethral opening. I accepted
the condition and continuerì the free use of poultices for several
days longer, until the growth of granulation tissue was sulicient
to cover the opening in tot*. This being accomplished I decided
to test the vigor of the newly-formed structure, plastic in char-
acter and evidently ready to be moulded into urethral form,
aided by nature's conservative power and energy.
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March lst, '79.-A number seven elastic catheter passed into
the urethra, entered slowly througii the pouting granulations
and almost unexpectedly reached the bladder, the flow of urine
through the instrument being quite froc and natiral. Taking
advantage of the position, the cathoter was retained in situ for
about three days, during ail of which time littie or no urine
escaped from the fistuila. In order to pronote firmuess and
strength of tissue, and give it direction in the formative process,
the surface was brushed several times with a mild solution
(nitrate of silver). At the end of third day catheter removed,
and urine voided through riatural channel, unattended hy escape
otherwise. The integument over the scrotum and perineuin
formed rapidly, and in three months froin this date lie entered
upon his usual duties.

In a lecture by Wheelhouse of' Leeds, Eng. (Dec. 9, 1888),
on stricture, ho observed : " Ilitherto no truc method of perma-
nent and lasting cure has been reached. Wc may dilate ; we

may burn out; we may split ; we may eut strictures, froin
within and from without ; but up to the prescrit tine we cannot
cure them-that is, both take away the obstruction and restore
the parts to their primitive condition of original health. What-
ever form of treatment we nay emnploy, however good a result
we may obtain, we never overcome the terdency inherent in
every stricture and inveterate to recontraction." No stateinent
could possiby he more thoughtful, verified as it is in the practice
of every-day life.

In June, 1884, the cicatricial tissue whicl formed and closed
the urethral opening had so contracted, owing to rieglect in
carrying out specified directions as to the froc use of bougies
while absent in Western Canada, that internai 'urethrotomy be-
came necessary, which had the desired result. In this particular
instance the opinion of Wheelhouse is verified to the letter.

Granulations cultivated and supported in their efforts become a
very beehive of industry towards the reparation of other tissues,
and as factors in that direction we require to note carefully their
modelling and constructing power even under the most adverse
circumstances. The completion of the healing process, even
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with the plastio powor of granulation tissue, was doubtless greatly
facilitatcd by the onioôescape of urine by the fitula for fully
three days, while the catheter was in the bladder. Sir Henry
Thompson lays great stress on thispoint, to obviate which ho

frequently educates his patient in the habituai ue of the cathe-
ter while treatmnent is in progress.

In the troeatineit of urinary fistula, it appears t. me that,
prior to adopti~ng operative nean for its closure, every posible
degree of care should be bestowed upon the efforts of nature in

the production of granulation plastic reparative power, which
doubtless takes an important part i the relief f suffering
humnanity.____________

j0rspital t3radst.
MONTREAL GEN ERAL. HOSPITA .

CosarssND Riyor o~r Cssi:s Di. MAcDJo cr&'s Wanus.

Oct. (th-he classes ini Clinilcal .Medicine w'ere opened on
the 4th October with a general introdAuct/ry lecture, afIer
whieh the 3rd and 4th year were dividd into their separate
.classes anid ward work begur. There are a considIerable num-

erîof typhoid cases at present i .the wards, vir, seven men
and five womnen. The cass, with a few exceptions, have. not
been very severe. The following are se of the initeresúing
features presented by the caes at prosent under treatment.

Unilateral Sweoaing.-in the case of a strong younig Brg-
!ishmnan who had contraced the diease at Lachine. and4 who
was admnitt~ed on le 4th day of a irly sere attack, there
was welI-rmarked unilateral sweatin~g of the face observed the
day after admission~. On~ the7th day of the disease, .when ho.
was examined before the class, this sweatinxg was absent.

Scrltiifr Ra --- I one case a diffivie pale rash w.as
ricticed within a short time of adisn The nek and shold
ers were the parts aected, an4d diapearance w~as comaplete tin

a few hours. No meicines had ben 'adiistred.

o .g Cý_
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Moore, in the Dublin Journal of the3 Medical Sciences (Dec.
1888), describes four distinct eruptions which are met with in
typhoid fever. These are erythema fugax, miliary eruptions,
erythema simplex vel scarlatinale, urticaria. When the scarla.
tiniform rash does appear it is most likely to show itself at the end
of the first or in the third week, and when early it is apt to give
rise to a dificulty in diagnosis, but the prodromata of scarlatina
are absent, and so far as I have observed these rashes, they are
of a much lighter colour, and less rough and punctiform than
are those of the exanthem. They are more of a blush than a
rash, and are probably connected with a disturbed vasomotor
system.

Urticaria in a young girl.-In the third week of a mild
attack, urticaria in distinct wheals manifested itself.

Pustules on the Abdomen.-In the case of William I., aged
23, whose case was very severe, there was extreme meteorism
and turpentine stupes were applied. The typhoid spots, which
were very numerous, took on a pustular form, and to the number
of about a dozen formed large superficial abscesses containing
half a drachm to a drachm of pus. I have twice seei this result
from the use of turpentine stupes in fever.

Typhoid Fever in a Pregnant Wman ; Jaundice.--Mrs. W,
aged 33, was admitted at the end of the second week of the
fever. She was six months pregnant. The fever took an un-
usually protracted form, lasting sone eight weeks. In the
fourth week there was an attack of janndice, which lasted thrce
days. She made a slow recovery and left the hospital, expect-
ing every day to be confined. ie fotus was alive when she
left the hospital.

Aneurysm& of the Innominate Artery.-A man, et. 33, was
admitted Oct. 7th with the synptoms and physical signs of an
aneurysm of the innominate. An important point in the history
of these cases is their mode of commencement. In three other
cases of which I have notes, the disease showed itself first by
pain in the right side of the neck, running up behind the ear,
affecting also the shoulder and the right arm. In all four cases
there had been, previously to admission to hospital, a prolonged
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course of treatment for neuralgia, consisting, in this case, of batis,
electricity, etc. The pressure signs are very well marked. There
is brassy cougli and tracheal stridor. The aneurysn has itself
blocked up the carotid and subclavian arteries. No pulsation in
the right radiais, riglt brachial or right commnon carotid. An
interesting point in connection with the neuralgic pain is that ho
always suffered an exacerbation of pain on coughing, or on mak-
ing any exertion with his arms, efforts increasing the pressure
of the blood and consequently that on the nerve.

Cirrhosis of the Liver with Ascites; Repected Aspiration.-
L, G., the patient whose history ias reported a year ago,*
came to the clinic on the 10th October. There was evidence
of fluid in the peritoneum. Two hundred ounces were with-
drawn. Since February, 1889, ro tapping had taken place,
that is, for twenty months, and during that period lie had been
working daily at his butcher's stall. A return to alcoholic habits
was the probable cause of reaccumulation.

Sudden Cona; Subnornal Temperature; Albuminuria; .Death.
Maria D., aged 30, was brouglit to the hospital by the ambu-

lance on July 14th, 1890. The case was at first thought to be
one of heat prostration, of the cardiac variety. The woman,
with her baby, was waiking on the wharf to take the ferry to St.
Helen's Islanid wlen she suddenly fell. and became pale and
partially uncorscious. She vomited on the way to the hospital.
On admission she was uncorscious and very pale ; surface cold ;
pulse 66j and very weak ; breathing laboured ; temperature 959
in the axilla and 06' in the rectum. Patient was perfectly help-
less. as thouglh her extremities were paralysed. Stimulants were
given and heat applied externally. In a couple of h'urs power
returried in the right side and she became restless, but left side
remained paralyseU throughout the remainder of the case. Knee
jerk absent. The pupils remaired equal throughout, and
reacted hoth to light and accommodation. Towards night
she became very restless. tossirg ber head about, rubbing her
forehead violeritly with the right hand as though the part were

%The Medical News, oc:. I2th, 19#.
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very itchy, and screaming violently. The pulse was now strong
(99), and temperature 101v.

The following day, with the exception of a short interval of
doubtful lucidity, the patient remained unconscious. The urine
was passed involuntarily ; a specimen obtained was found loaded
with albumen. The left leg remzained flaccid, but the left arm
was rigid and pupils sonewhat contracted. The temperature
ranged from 98J° to 101°.

On the third day both arms were rigid, although the right
was moved occasionally ; the muscles of the neck were rigid,
causing retraction of the head and turning the face towards left
shoulder ; the abdomen was retracted. The bowels throughout
were very constipated. The coma deepened during the day;
the pulse, not reacting to stimulants, became 130 and very weak,
the lungs filled with moist râles, the temperature increased to
104°, and patient died. No autopsy was allowed.

On the day she was brought to the hospital a large mass of
enlarged glands was noted extending from the angle of the jaw
on right side half way down to the clavicle. These were of
tubercular nature, giving a clue to the nature of the case, which
was probably acute tubercular meningitis.

Copions Purulent -Expectoration in Empyema.

D. M., aged 42, a lumberman, was admitted on June 10th,
1890. Last November, after exposure to cold and wet, he was
attacked with severe pain in the left side, with cough and short-
ness of breath. He stopped work and kept bis bed for two weeks.
The pain then ceased for some days, but 'he cough and shortness
of breath continued. le now went to work about the lumber
camp. doing light work, as lie was weak. In the middle of
January, as he was shovelling snow, he coughed while stooping,
and a large quantity of pus was expectorated with but little
effort, and formed a pool at bis feet. He felt much better after
this, and both cough and expectoration at once diminished. In
the middle of February, after a fresh exposure to cold, he had
another attack, this time in the right side, with severe stitch-like
pain, feverishness, loss of appetite. cough, and shortness of
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breath. The pain ceased in a few days, but the cough persisted,
and was soon accompanied by expectoration, which gradually in-
creased tili, on admission, it amounted to about thirty ounces
daily. lie rapidly lost flesh and strength, the appetite remnained
poor, and he felt himself rapidly failing.

On admission, there was extreme emaciation, frequent cough,
and copious purulent expectoration ; the temperature ranged
between 100° and 102'>, but was not of a liectie type. The pulse
was 120, regular, and easily compressed ; heart sourds nor-
mal ; respirations 27 per minute, expansion ¾-inch at the nipple
level ; the right side of the chest, at the same level, measured
half an inch more than the left. Cough was noted to be worse
and expectoration more frec when patient was lying on his
back. On the right side, behind, there was dulness from the
spine of the scapula to the. base, which dulness extended into the
axilla as far as the anterior axillary line and as high as the level
of the nipple. Changes in posture did not alter the line of dul-
ness. Over this area there were weak breathing, absence of vocal
fremitus, and diminished vooal resonance, which was nasal near
the angle of the scapula. On the left side, behind, from the
spine of the scapula down, there were friction sounds both in
inspiration and expiration. Nowhere could be made out any
moist ràles, while a few dry râles were heard in front on both
sides. The liver dulness, vertically, in the right mamillary line
extended from the 6th rib to one inch below the costal margin.

The patient was given good diet and an expectorant mixture.
On the 16th June the right side of chest was aspirated below the
angle cf the scapula and 10 ounces of thick pus withdrawn before
the needle became blocked. Both this pus and the sputum were
examined microscopically for tubercle bacilli, as there was a
family history of phthisis, but none were found. After the
aspiration the expectoration diminished to about 10 ounces daily.
The general condition improved at first ; he ate and slept botter;
but the improvement soon became stationiary, and he was trans-
ferred, eighteen days after admission, to the surgical wards,
under Dr. Shepherd, who, three days later, resected a portion
of the 9th rib, below the inferior angle of the scapula, opened
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the pleura and evacuated about a quart of thick stinking pus.
The expectoration at once lessened, and threc days afterwards
amounted to only a couple of ounces in twenty-four hours. The
general condition of the patient at tlas time was slightly botter
and the cougli much decreased in frequency. The liver had
slightly diminished iii size, its dulness vertically, in riglit mamil-
lary line, extending froin 6th rib to lialf an inch below margin
of the ribs. The discharge from the opened pleural cavity is
moderate.

Oct. 16th.-Patient left the hospital to-day, to return weekly
to have his side dressed. Thcre is still a large fistulous opening
in right side, behind, discharging a inocerate quantity of pus.

le lias not gained strength very fast, as ho is still far from
being in a good state of nutrition, but ho is much stronger than
at the time of the operation. There is dulness in lower half of
right side of chest, behind, extending around into axillary area
and covering about tle same area as before the operation. Breath
sounds are weak over this arca, and there is depression of the
intercostal spaces on inspiration in the neighbourhood of the
wound. No moist sounds in dull area. At right apex there is
slight prolongation of expiration, and behinîd an occasional crepi-
tation. Down the back, on the left side, there is absence of the
friction previ;usly described. There is exceedinigly little expec-
toration, not half an ounce per day, and that principally mucus.
Pus fron the wound and the sputum were exainiried for tubercle
bacilli, but none found. Liver dulness appears normal in extent,
coming only to edge of ribs. Air enters lungs apparently to
edges of wound.

Remarks. - There are some interesting points connected
with this history. 1. It is plain that a double purulent pleurisy
existed, the left side being first attacked, and that spontaneous

cure occurred. I see no other way of explaining the history of
pain in the side, followed after a considerable period by the
sudden expectoration of a large quantity of pus. In addition.

we found evidence of old pleurisy in the left lung, in the presence
of friction sounds. 2. The expectoration of la-ge quantities of

almost pure pus while under our observation in hospital. Although
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many have attempted, no one has succceded in explaining satis.
factorily this frequently observed occurrence, the passage of pus
from the pleural cavity to the external air without the existence
of a bronchial fistula. No loubt it is an attempt at a cure on
the part of nature, and in the case of the left lung she seeins to
have succceded. The diminution in the quantity of pus expec-
torated after the aspiration is noteworthy, but it has beenà ob-
served Iong ago. In this case the temperature was remarkably
low, and fell after the expectoration became copious, so that I
feit inclined to await events and not advise surgical interference.
The mari seemed very weak, however, and baving the nearns of
relieving him at harid, it seemed cruel to delay. The effect of
the operation in reducing the quantity of pus expectorated was
very remarkable In these days of early removal of pus by
thoracotomy we do not often see the remote resuits of
empyema as they were observed by a former generation.
Perforations of the chest wall, bronchial fistulae, and pul-
sating pleurisy have become very rare.* 3. The dimiru-
tion in the size of the liver as the dyspnoea was relieved. The
liver was noted on admission as exteriding frorn the 6th rib to a
point 1 inch below the costal margin in the right mammary line.
On his discharge, the limits of hepatic dulress were normal.
Enlargement of the liver in empyerna was noted some forty years
ago by my late father in a paper in which this very subject of
copious purulent effusion was dealt with. It would seem that in
this case there was a real hepatic erilargement and not a dis-
placement, inasmuch as the upper limit of the hepatic dulness
remained stationary throughout.

CAsES UNDER THE cARE oF Da. RoDDCK.
(Reported by Dr. W. E. INrcyp.rza.)

CASE L -Tube-rcular knee joint ; Eztensive necrosis of lowier
end of fernur ; Amputation ; Recovery.

C. E., St. 15, admitted February 8th, 1890, complaining of

Tile 1. I I rtI k « on n toso the D)iagno-ss of Empyemra.D)Z'b!jz Journalif '4 the .Metdic.J Spie.ie, 31arch, M~44.
Trit, Ge2: Abhandlungen, Vo!. iii, p. 44. 1s72.
&*kr. Canada .Medical and Su rgical Journal, voL xi, p. 744.
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general weakness, swelling, pain and fixation of the right knee,
with several running sores about the joint.

Patient was always a delicate boy. When three years of age
he had what was called an attack of " rheumatic fever " which
was confined entirely to the right knee. This, which was in ail
probability a tibial abscess forming, was followed by disease of
the tibia which lasted about eighteen months, during which time
several pieces of bone escaped through openings in the leg,
When five years of age, the left leg above the ankle became
swollen and tender (no doubt another bone abscess). This was
lanced, and finally a sequestrum was discharged.

At seven years of age abscesses formed over the great tro-
chanter of the left femur and the right shoulder. These were
allowed to rupture spontaneously, and healed without discharg-
ing any bone. Had a similar abcess on back a year and a half
ago. Right knee was swollen and its motions limited ever since
the attack of so-called rheumatism; and the flexion and fixation
gradually increased, the pain being more acute at varying
intervals. Three months before admission he had a feverish
attack with gastric symptoms. At the same time the knee be-
came very painful and swollen, and a sinus formed in the pop.
liteal space, which discharged a large quantity of pus. A few
days later two sinuses formed on the inside of the knee, which
also discharged considerably.

On admission, patient was greatly emaciated ; skin dry and
harsh; temperature irregularly elevated. Diminished reson-
ance with increased vocal fremitus over right pulmonary apex.
The right knee was flexed at about a right angle, and a uni-
formly dense enlargement extended from three inches below the
joint to about the same distance above it. The joint allowed
free lateral and antero-posterior movements accompanied by
grating sounds, shewing complete disorganization. A sinus in
the popliteal space led down to necrosed bone. Owing to the
extent of disease and the wretched general condition of the
patient, excision was considered out of the question ; amputation
was therefore deeided upon.

Feb. 13th.-Patient etherized and thigh amputated with anti-
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septic precautions about six inches ahove the knee, by an ante-
rior skin flap and posterior transfixion flap. A large rubber
drain was introduced at the outer angle of the wound, and the
stump dressed with Lister's double cyanide gauze.

On examination of the amputated limb, an abcess was found
extending from the joint nearly up to the point of amputation.
The joint surfaces were completely eroded and the bone found
very soft and brittle. The temperature became normal on the
morning after operation, and remained so throughout.

Feb. 18th.-General condition markedly improved, appetite
hearty, no pain in stump.

Feb. 22nd.-Stump dressed for the first time; the wound found
remarkably healthy; sutures and drains removed.

From this time out the progress was uninterrupted and he
gained fiesh rapidly. le was discharged Nov. 6th, 1890,
with the stump entirely healed ; stouter and in better health
than lie had been for years previous.

CAss II.-Perineal abcess ; Sloughing of urethral wall ; Sub-
sequent urethrotomy ; Recovery.

J. H., aged 32, waiter, admitted Sept. 8th, 1890, complain-
ing of weakness, pain and swelling in perineum, frequency of
micturition, considerable constitutional disturbance. Had chan-
croids in 1880, and gonorrhœa two years later. Until
about six months ago he drank freely. About a month
before admission he first noticed difficulty and frequency of
micturition. About a week previous to admission these symp-
toms became greatly exaggerated and a silver catheter was
passed occasionally by his physician. The use of this instru-
ment caused grcat pain, and the swelling appeared in the perin-
eum shortly after its first passage. On admission there was a
fluctuating tumour, about the size of a man's fist, situated along
the scrotal and perineal portion of the urethra ; penis and
scrotum very oedematous ; alkaline urine voided in drops every
fcw minutes and contained a large quantity of pus ; patient pale
and exhausted; temperature 103.

Sept. 9th.-Patient etnerized ; a sound was passed down the
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urethra into the tumor, but could not be made to reach the
bladder ; considerable narrowing of entire penile urethra.
Tumor incised frecly in middle line of perineum, and exit gizven
to about four ounces of thin fotid pus. All attempts to find the
deep urethra and thus enter the bladder having failed, a large
rubber drainage tube was introduced into the abscess cavity and
held in situ by an ordinary safety pin passed through the edge
of the wound. Iodoform and a pad of sublimated gauze consti-
tuted the dressing, the wound being first thoroughly irrigated
with sublimate .solution (1-2000). The temperature fell to
normal immediately after the operation and so remained.

At first the urine was all passed through the perineal wound;
but as this gradually healed, it began slowly to flow forwards. The
tube was removed on the sixth day. At the end of four weeks
the perineumn was healed, but a strictured condition remained.
Patient was again etherized, and after some difficulty a whale-
bone guide was passed into the bladder, and the urethra freely
scored with Guion's urethrotome. Sounds were then passed
freely up to No. 16 English scale. At present the patient is
well, and large sounds can be passed without difficulty.

C ASE III-Congenital syphili ; Periostitis appearing for the
first time in the fourteenth year.

A. 0., oet. 16, admitted to hospital Sept. 18th, 1890, coi-
plaining of a painful swelling on the front of right leg ; no history
of injury or of acquired syphilis.

In 1887 a small liard growth appeared in the site of the pre-
sent enlargement. This disappeared under the influence of
rest and a few applications of iodine. About a year later, 1888,
the swelling again appeared and has gradually increased in
size, varied treatment having no effect. On admission the
front of the tibia had a bowed appearance from a dense tumor
occupying half the length of the bone with its greatest promi-
nence about the middle of the leg. The skin over it was inflamed
and looked as if about to suppurate ; very tender and painful.

Patient is an only child ; parents living and healthy. His
physiognomy was, however, somewhat striking; face long;
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bridge of nose rather fat ; eyes small and wcak ; ircisor teeth
both upper and lower, slightly notched, and the arc, of liard
palate very high, giving the voice a nasal tone.

SyphilUtic periostitis (congerital) being diagnosed, the patient
was put upon large doses Of the potasiurn odide, twenty grains
thrice daily, to be gradually increased. The pain and swelling
rapidly diminished until at the expiration of ten days the former
had completely disappeared, and nothing remained but the

thickened condition of the tibia, the result of the old osteitis.

teviews and Motitts of Moohs.

A Manual of Modern Surgery for the Use of Stu-
dents and Practitioners. By JoHN. B. ROBERTS,
A.M., M.D. With five hundred illustrations. Philadeliphia:
Lea Brothers & Co. 1890.

Dr. Roberts has succeeded in writing a very practical book,
giving especially the operative methods of the best surgeons of
the day, and discassing briefly the most modern but well-estab-
lished facts of surgical science. Thie illustrations are, oi the
whole, gocd and well selected from standard works, while niot a
few are quite original. The chapter uponi "Diseases and In-

juries of the Nervous Centres and Nerves" is one of the best
in the book, the diagrams here being especially good. The
affections of the abdomen and pelvis are likewise very thoroughly
discussed.

In our opinion the work is more suited to the busy general

pracrtiioner than the student, being a bock of ready referenëe
rather than a text-book. We therefore commend it highly t'O
the general profession.

Transactions of the American Surgical Association.
Volame the Eight'h. Edit-ed by J. Ewie Mzus, M..,
Recorder cf the Association. Pailadeiphia: P. Blakiston,
Son & Co. 1890.

This volume is rather less bulky than many cf ile predeces-
s.rs. ahhongh a glance at the contenra shows that any decrease
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in the quantity of material offered is amply counterbalanced by
the quality. It is impossible here even to name the titles of the
several papers (there being twenty in all), although we have
read many of them with great interest. Dr. William Bull of
New York, in an exhaustive paper on the 1a Radical Cure of
Hérnia," offers some interesting conclusions on that much de.
bated subject, namely, the best method of operating. He says:
" My own results are no better by the complicated method of
suture of the ring only, or of the ring and canal, than by the
simpler method of excision of the sac after ligature." Speaking
of relapses lie makes the remarkable statement that between the
months of January and October, 1889, forty-five relapsed cases
applied for trusses at the Hospital for Ruptured and Crippled,
and that in the past nine months there have been as many more.
He concludes his article by stating that " all methods of radical
cure will be found unsatisfactory." There are also papers by
Conner, Morton, 'Keen, Bradford, and others of note in their
special departments of surgery. These transactions should be
in the hands of every surgeon.
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Stated .lleeting, 3rd Ort., 1890.

G. E. ARMSTRONG, M.D., PRESDENT, IN THE CHAIR.

A Case of ffodykin's Disea.e.-Dn. R L. MAC>ONNELL ex-
hibited a male patient aged 25, a freight checker, the subject
of Hodgkin's disease. Up to fbur years ago the patient iad
enjoyed good health, but about that time he suffered from a
severe and prolonged attack of what was called " bronchitis."
There were severe attacks of dyspnoea, which came on exertion
as well as when he was at rest, and cough was very severe and
brassy. le made a good recovery and continued well uritil two
years ago, when he began to notice the presence of lumps in his
neck. These have gradually increased in size. Two months
ago the breathing became seriously embarrassed, and suffoca-
tive attacks of the most severe kind occurred, especially when
in a recumbent position. In the beginning of August he pre-
sented himself at the Montreal General Hospital, sufferirig from
attacks of dyspnoea and from a bad brassy cough. On Aug.
Ilth a chain of glands was removed from the front of the
trachea. These were found to extend very deeply into the
chest, and were continuous with other glands in the mediastinum.
He made a good recovery from the surgical operation and since
then has not suffered from attacks of dyspnœa, though his breath
is short on exertion, and he still suffers from cough. When a
boy he remembers that frequently there were large painful
lumps in the armpits. Epistaxis lias been frequeit during the
last six months. No history of any venereal disease. The
glands in the left sid-e of the neck are enlarged, prominent; dis-
tinct from each other; loosely attached ; of firm structure.
There are two or three enlarged glands in each axilla, but none
in groin. The spleen is enlarged but cannot be felt below ribs.
The liver is of normal size. Examination of the urine yields
negative result. The skin generally is clammy, but always on
the left side of the forehead and face there is very free perspi-
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ration. The left pupil is much larger than the right. Exami.
nation of the heart and lings negative. Temperature, in after-
noon, has generally been 10 or 1U° above normal. Pulse is
always between 100 and 110. No member of his famnily has
suffered from enlarged glands. Examination of blood reveals
a large excess of white cells. But one count has been made.
For the last month Fowler's solution bas been taken regularly
with apparent good result. About a fortnight ago, the patient
experienced a sudden seizure which he described as follows:-
He was lying upon a sofa when he felt as if some fluid were
running up in his throat ; he coughed, and immediately becom.
ing insensible fell over on the floor, injuring his head in the fall.
He was said to have reinained unconscious for a few minutes.

Da. MILLS thought that the case was one that if it did not
teach some lessons in human physiology, at least, confirmed the
conclusions derived from an experimental study of the lowver
animals. Believing, as he did himself, that the whole of the meta-
bolism (nutrition) of the body was directed by the nervous sys-
tem, he was led to ask, Was the disease of the glands owing to
primary disease of the nervous system, or were the symptoms
referrable to the iris, the sweat glands and the heart, the conse-
quence of irritation of the sympathetie nerves supplying these
parts ? It was possible to explain them all in the latter way,
It had long been known that stimulation experimentally of the
cervical sympathetic led to dilation of the pupil and facial
sweating. More recently it had been shown, by himself and
others, that in all the animals thus far examined the accelerator
nerves of the heart were derived from the sympathetie and were
given off either from the first thoracic ganglia or from the infe-
rior or middle cervical. In man it was likely that the most
important branches were derived from the middle cervical
ganglion. Sympathetic fibres ran also in the vagus stem itself.
It was possible to understand the cardiac acceleration from an
irritation of these fibres, and this was in harmony with the
sweating, and dilation of the pupil. The syncope referred
to might arise from inhibition by the inhibitory fibres proper
in the vagus or from exhaustion consequent on the undue action
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of the sympathetie, and the latter scemed in the present in-
stance the more likely. The case had proved very instructive
to himsclf physiologically.

DR. ]BIRKETT said : I examined this patient for the first tine
on 6th June last, who then complained of hoarseness which had
been present for the last two weeks ; there was also considerable
dyspnoa. Laryngoscopic exainination proved the presence of
a small superficial ulcer situated on the middle third of cither
vocal cord, and directly opposed to eaci other. The base of
each ulccr was pale, and the surrounding tissues slightly hyper-
Smic. The pharynx was decidedly anoemic. The lymphatic glands
in the neck were found to be enlarged, especially those about the
sterno-mastoid muscle ; the three lobes of the thyroid were also
found to be enlarged. Thinking that this was a case of tuber-
culosis with laryngeal manifestations, I proceeded to examine
the lungs, but a careful examination failed to discover any lesion
in this region. The temperature was slightly elevated (100 0 )
and the pulse 96. This, in conjunction with the foregoing
laryngeal condition, led me to regard the case as one of local-
ized tuberculosis, due, probably, to a caseating degeneration
going on in the enlarged glands of the neck ; but to have more
satisfactory proof, Dr. Johnston kindly examined the sputum
and reported the absence of either tubercle or elastic tissue. Upon
this evidence I regarded the laryngeal condition as one of
chronic laryngitis, in which superficial ulceration had taken
place. Before I received the report from Dr. Johnston, I treated
the case as one of tuberculosis, and used lactic acid of varying
strengths, namely, 20%o to 80%, with the resuit that the ulcers
healed within two weeks. At this time I thought I had cured
a case of tuberculosis of the larynx, but the result of the exami-
nation of the sputum put this idea to one side, and I regarded
it in the light previously expressed, that it was a case of ulcer of
the vocal cords occurring in the course of a chronie laryngitis.
About the 1st of August the dyspnoa began to increase, and
laryngoscopie examinatioin showed that there was pressure on
the anterior wall of the trachea due, undoubtedly, to an enlarged
gland situated on the middle lobe of the thyroid. As the dys-
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pnoa continued to increase I advised surgical interference,
which was undertaken by Dr. Shepherd and followed by con-
siderable relief to the distressing symptoms.

After the members of the Society had fully examined the
patient, Dr. MacDonnell stated that the diagnosis was not
doubtful. The history of indolent enlargement of gland, extend-
ing along the course of the great vessels and following the route
just as described by Hodgkin, involving first the cervical and
then travelling downward, together with the altered composition
of the blood, and the enlargement of the spleen, combined to
complete the clinical picture. But the most interesting point
in the case was the interference with the cervical sympathetic,
as was shown by the dilated pupil, the unilateral sweating of
the face, and the accelerated pulse. Interference with cardiac
innervation probably accounted for the attack of syncope.

Fragilitas Ossium.-This patient was exhibited by Dr. Rod-
dick, who said that the boy, aged 18 years, had received a frac-
ture of the right thigh when one year old, and when three years
old, Dr. Roddick had set a second fracture of the same thigh.
Up to the present time the boy had had no less than twenty-
seven fractures of the lower extremities, the left thigh being
at present ununited. He purposed at a near date amputating both
limbs, as they are, in their present condition, quite useless.

DR. HUTCHINSON, who had frequently attended this patient,
verified the statement that there is entire absence of pain in the
setting of these fractures.

DR. MILLS thought the case illustrated the continuation of a
sort of embryonic condition of the bones after birth ; want of
proper development of osseous tissue rather than lack of growth,
or atrophy from disease ; though, of course, this was to be taken
into account also. The bones of the upper extremities, trunk,
and especially of the head, were not defective. An analagous,
though less marked, defect was often seen in certain of the larger
breeds of dogs, such as St. Bernards, mastiffs and great Danes,
which were now being bred of enormous proportions. The quan-
tity of bone produced seemed often to be out of proportion to the
quality, hence imperfect osseous development in puppyhood and
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often deformities of a permanent character in consequence,
especially in the hind limbs. The head was very large in. these
dogs.

Di. SHEPHERD thought tha, the atrophy or brittleness of the
bones were due to disuse, and cited a case of a patient who, con-
flned to bed for a very lengthened period, fractured one thigh
from a slight injury.

DR. SMUTII thought that such conditions were brought about
entirely through imperfect dieting.

Da. JOHNSTON asked Dr. Roddick if there were goitre present
in any of the members of the family, as this form of bone affec-
tion is extremely common in Switzerland, where goitre is also fre-
quently met with.

DR. RoDDIcK in reply said that no such condition was present
in any member of the family.

Genu valgum and genu varum.-DR. J. BELL exhibited pho-
tographs of these cases before operation, and the patients them-
selves, showing the brilliant result of operative measures. The
ages of the patients are respectively three and five years.

DR. JOHNSTON exhibited, for Dr. W. Gardner, two specimens
-(1) interstitial nyona of uterus, (2) myo.sarcoma of uterus.
The first concerned a patient thirty-five years old, whom he
had examined years ago and advised the removal of the appen-
dages. The tumour was a very large one and very closely ad-
herent to surrounding structures from which it was extremely
difficult to separate without a great deal of hemorrhage. In the
second case, the age of the patient was forty-two years; the
tumour had grown rapidly and was removed without difficulty.

DR. ALLOWAY remarked that the interesting feature in the
second case was the condition of the umbilicus; this was dis-
tended, and protruding one inch above the level of the skia.
Such a state is only found when fluid is contained within the
abdomen.

Fibro-cystic of Ovary.-DR. JOHNSTON exhibited this speci-
men for Dr. Shepherd. In this case the tumour was found to
be freely moveable, hard and painful ; the pelvis blocked with
an immoveable mass. The tumour was found covered by in-
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testines or very intimately adherent to adjacent structures. The
recovery of the patient was uninterrupted. Dr. Johnston reported
that the nature of the tumour was fibro-cystic, although the
macroscopic appearance was like that of a papilloina,

Tuberculosis of the heart.-Exhibited by Dr. Johnston. This
specimen was from a child who had died of general tubercu-
losis. The heart had become attacked, as evidenced by a
small tubercular nodule in one of aortic valves; tubercular
endocarditis is a condition rarely met with.

(yase of sudden death.-DR. M. McGANNON of Brockville
briefly related a case of a young girl who for about a week had
complained of feeling poorly, dizzy, and at times suffering from
headache. The abdomen was slightly distended and without
pain; temperature 102° ; slight delirium. Was suddenly called
one morning as the patient grew worse, and before reaching the
house she had died. Unfortunately no post-mortem examina-
tion was allowed.

DR. MAcDONNELL remarked that sudden death in typhoid he
had seen once and regarded it as unusual; syncopal attacks,
however, were common. It might possibly have been a case
of tubercular meningitis with irregular symptons.

Dr. MILLS thought that the condition of the heart in typhoid
was often overlooked, and thought that cases of sudden death iii
such were due to fatty degeneration of that organ.

DR. F. W. CAMPBELL said that Fagge attributes the suddenness
of death as due to paralysis of the medulla.
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In Memoriam.-JM's MATTuEWs DUNCAN, M.D.,
F.R.S., gr.-This great obstetriciana died at Baden-Baden on

Septemelar 1st. Ilis faime was soa widlesprcad, his work so
valuable, and his individuality so marked, that a short review of
his professional carcer and opinions will doubless prove of inter-
est to our readers. Ilis persornal character, his mauly blunt-
ness harnoniously blended with wit ail geniality, and other
equally admirable qualities, earned for hin profournd love and
esteem anongst his relatives and pupils. Ilis menory requires
no vulgar and tedious pianiegyric, nor naeed we dwell on the nu-

merous academic honors which were showered upon him from
an early stage of his carcer. They werc the result of the fame
reaped from his labors, and it is with those labors that we have
to deal.

Dr. Matthews Dunacitan was borri in April, 1826, in the city
of Aberdeer, where his father was engaged in mercantile pur-
suits. Educated in his native city, lie early displayed scientific
instincts. Ilis professional studies were carried oi in Edin-
burgh and Paris; in 18ii he took the degree of Doctor of
Medicine at Marischal College, Aberdeen. Paris, in those
days, afforded the industrious student unusual opportunities for
studyinîg pathology. Tie nortality was high, the facilities for
obtaining necropsies were rreat, and the system of medical
education did not force study on the unwillinag, at the expense,
perhaps, of the able and industrious. Yourg Duncan eagerly
sought every case of death after pregnancy or after labor, in
times whena obstetrical patlology would hardly be said to exist.
He thoroughly exanined the pelvie viscera, connective tissue,
and peritoneum in these victims of the relative ignorance which
then prevailed. Thus was founded his fame as a scientific au-
thority in obstetries and gynecology. Thanks to him and to
certain excellent French tutors and fellow-students who were
associated with him in his labors, humarity gained invaluable
knowledge of the treatment and prevention of diseases of the
puerperium.
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Attracted by be merits, Sir James Simpson engagei Dr.
Duncan as his p, e assistant. The history of the introduc.
tion of ancesthesia is familiar to every Ainerican. Our readers
are, therefure, doubtless aware that, wlien Simpson hegan his
experiment on chloroforn, Dr. Duncan was the first person who
submitted to be placed under the influence of that compound.

Dr. Duncan at this period connenced private practice in
Edinburgh. le was appointed physician to severa! institutions,
and in 1853 lie began a course of lectures on midwifery at the
Extra-Mural School which rapidly establislied his reputation as
a teacher.

When thus settled in Edinburgh he soon attracted the attei-
tion and excited the admiration of the profession by the valuable
contributions which he made to science and to medical litera-
ture. A fair review of all his work, wouild fill a wlole nmumuber
Of this JoURNA1 , but some notice nmust he taken of his hest
known theories and dlotinîes. The first o' his writimgs appear-
cd iii April, 1853, in the iltih/ oJurnu of Medical Science,
and was entitled " The Theory of Menstruation in Early 'reg-
nancy, Superfetation, and the Site of Insertion of the Ovurm."
He brought forward anatomnical proof of the possibility of men-
strual fluid being naturally or easily derived from the lining
membrane of the cavity of the uteruá, up till the end, at least
of the second month. The mnucous plug which sealed up the os
uteri might casily becoie displaced. In 1855 appeared " The
Statics of Pregnancy." This work contained certain deen re-
searches into the natural philosophy of gestation. The section
on the position of the fetus was a fine specimen of sound scien-
tific work. With regard to the uterus, he held that, both ii the
horizontal and in the erect position of the woman, the pregnent
uterus was in an oblique position. By this arrangement the
uterus was preserved in a uniform condition free from many
statical variations whiclh might otherwise affect it suddenly and
injuriously. Dr. Duncan aiso created a sensation in the aniato.
mical and obstetrical world by the theories expressed in bis
" Pelvis studied with a View to Obstetrics." In this paper he
demonstrated that the sacrum was net a wedge, nor was it the
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keystone of the st wvas ai trong tra·÷

verse lbear curved on its ansterior surface, its two uds, the
auricular surfacés, Cormlg mto contact with theorr'mponding
parts of tht iiac boies. From its pition it coW'd not, in Dr.

J>ncar's opiion, act as a wedge. In a' sries of " Papers on the

Fernale Perineu " Dr. iuncar insisted th at first labors an
inevitable posterior laceration of the vaginal 'nrißcé took place.

He favred the practice of suppprtmg the perisnum in labor.
He considéred that laceration of the pereum wa not, in any

strict sense. a cause of prolapse or proeidJentia. St f'avored

complete descent of the uterua, so that restoratioi of the pr-
eura was useful to resist thse progresa of the dessendinsg tîterns,
but the operatio ldi not remove th&cause of Fisplaceent. In:
18¼ appeared a work whicb wa4 nrhrlapS the mnot characteri:-
tic production of his min' ard pen. This wa the famso
"Practical Treatise on Perimnetrtis and Paramnetri." We

all know how he dr6 w' sharppathological andl diagnæ-.e distiri-
tioniS between the tw6 diis.eaes. His conclusions rernam cois
tested to the present day-indeed, bis theories on ;necology
were neyer so widely accepted as werC hin do:rines 0nprV
nanc and labour. The work, hoever, won the admiration vf
its readers on account of the extremne cisanes #t: wich the
author expressed his provr.itr,s and concicouinS. t v. tef
torerunner oU bis " Lectures on the J)iÂeases of Wtcxnen," co4r

pile1 cbrrughous c luneh samne sc$antfe ani Iiteragy syle, es
mrem remarkable, chongh nm : thb mo characternic. Vi Ir.
buncar's wjorks wa.s his "YFcndr:7 ?Ferirty, arAd Stariity,"

i frsi appeared n lS, ca for.ed the i of i Ga-
azrian Lectures " On SterilU:y la Wore.i? dlirered in th

PàyaL CGllee oi Physlciaas in 18&.: This valaŽk pn>lca-

_apr ou;tcrn essay7 -- On te Morzaii: &r Chiïd.ed arA Ma-
.rty Hogitals."

* k1I&u Sir James Simer: dief. ard a cteraa wtrace
ær Qu vacant enair ftra mtr- m e L nierarevoft n.cn.
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Dr. Duncan, Dr. Keiller, and Dr. A. R. Simpson, were candi.
dates, and the opinion of the profession was stroigly in favor of
Dr. Duncan, but Dr. Simpson was the successful candidate.
This election caused a great deal of stir at the time, and there
can be little doubt that Dr. Duncan's disappointment was intense;
nevertheless he continued to work for seven years longer in
Edinburgh with unabated energy.

The British Empire is controlled by a race whose instincts
are essentially averse to extreme centralization ; nevertheless
British talent nearly always gravitates to London. Dr. Mat-
thews Duncan was drawnî to the nietropolis througli the fane of
his reputation as a teacher, and also through his own inclina-
tion, for London was a new field for the indulgence of his favor-
ite resource-the education of pupils. Dr. Greenhalgh retiring
in 1877, Dr. Duncan was appointed in his stead Physician-Ac-
coucheur and Lecturer on Midwifery to St. Bartholomew's
Hospital, an institution with which is associated the largest
medical school in London. The peculiar systemh which.previiils
alone in the British capital is open to certain objections, but it
greatly favors voluntary enterprise and individual action. Dr.
Duncan took full advantage of his liberty. Not only did he
teach in the wards with great energy, but, holding that the
regulation course of systenatic lectures on midwifery was insuf-
ficient, lie increased their nunber, delivering a lecture on every
week day in the st..mer session. In winter he gave a clinical
lecture once a fortnight-the foundation of his famous " Lec-
tures on the Diseases of Women," a work which lias passed
through several editions. His discourses proved highly popular
and drew large audiences, partly composed of qualifica men.
Bis pupils soon began to distinguish themselves before boards of
examiners, but the still greater good which lie effected by in-
stilling high principles of professional morality into the minds of
his disciples was incalculable. Of his attitude in respect to
operative gynecology more will be said presently, as it needs
special consideration.

During bis residence in London, which lasted from Septem-
ber, 1877, till his death, Dr. Duncan's private practice became
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large and fashionable. He attended 11.1R.11. the 1)uchess
of Albany in, lier confinement. Notwithstandinîg his practice
and his hospital duties, h found ltime to get through plenty of
scientific work. le was an almost constant attendant at the
meetings of the Obstetrical Society of Lordon, of which he was
president in L881, and coritributed yearly one or more memoirs.
They mostly related to the physics of labour, and have appeared
in abstract in this JOURNAL. Perhaps the most important were
the exhaustive mnonographs on " Lupus of the Female Genera-
tive Organs." The author caused a fine series of water colors
to be prepared, taken from life ; they illustrated the appear-
ances of several varieties of disease which he classed together
as "lupus." These drawings were prescrted to the museumn of
the Royal College of Surgeons of Englanîd.

Dr. Matthews Duncan's health became greatly impaired
during the early part of last spring. le suffered from gouty
eczema and attacks of angina. IIe lectired on obstetrics as
usual and with undiminished erergy till the middle of .urie.
Early in that month he spoke for the last time at the Obstetri-
cal Society. At the end of Jine, however, he broke down com-
pletely and gave up al hospital work. A north later he went
to Blankenberghe, a seaside resort in Belgiurn, where he erijoy-
ed the company of Sir William Turner. His health improved
and he bathed in the sea. Early in August he went on with
his fanily to Baden-Baden. For long he believed that his
symptoms were neurasthenic ; but his father had died of heart
disease, and now unmistakable signs of cardiac mischief set in.
On August 17th, 18th, and 19th violent attacks of argina occur-
red, and edema of the lungs, albumiriria, and anasarca devel-
oped. Under the care of Dr. Gilbert, of Baden-Baden, and Dr.
Aldren Turner he improved, the pulmonary and renal symptoms
subsided after cupping, and it was decided to remove him to
London on September 2rd. At 5 o'clock on September lst,
however, he died suddenly when lying in bed comfortably sup-
ported by pillows.

The funeral took place on September 8th. The first part of the
ceremony was held at St. Mark's Church, North Audley Street,
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London, near the residence of the deceased in Brook Street.
The clergyman who officiated was the Rev. RL. Borrodale Savory,
rector of St. Bartholomew's the Greater, and son of the eminent
surgeon. Notwithstanding the time of the year-for London
doctors take their annual holiday about this season-the church
was crowded with members. of the profession, including Sir
William Savroy, Sir Spencer Wells, Sir Crichton Browne, Dr.
Quain, who represented the Queen, a large portion of Dr. Dun-
can's colleagues from St. Bartholomew's Hospital, and more
than half the senior and junior obstetric physicians from the
eleven medical schools in the British metropolis. There were
besides a large number of old pupils, English, Scotch, and Irish,
and inany doctors unassociated in any way with the deceased.
The interment took place at a cemetery at East Finclley, to the
north of London. The day was warm and bright.

Dr. Matthews Duncan died just upon the eve of his retire-
ment from his hospital and teaching appointment. The instruc.
tion of his class was to him not so much a labor of love as an
intense pleasure, and he certainly did not look forward to re-
tirement with enthusiasm. The loss which his family and the
profession have sustained is indeed irreparable. To his wife
and children he was devotedly attached, and all must sympa-
thize with them in their bereavment, sustained at a time when
they were looking forward to days which lie might have spent
more freely in their company than during the period of bis
arduous though congenial academic duties. The profession, too,
will sorely grudge the loss of many spare hours which he assur-
edly would have utilized for their benefit. As the writer of
these lines can testify, no member of the profession, particularly
of that branch with which this JOURNAL is concerned, could*fail
to be the better for the amount of medical knowledge, medical
lore, and medical ethics which flowed from Dr. Mattlhews Dun-
can's lips in the course of an hour or two spent in bis r-ompany.

Dr. Matthews Duncan will best be remembered as a teacher
in the widest sense of the word, an educator of unqualified youths,
and an instructor of his profession. Many men on the staff of
medical schools have, of their own accord, devoted much more
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time to clinical teaching than was demanded by the regulations
of the curriculum. Few, very few, however, have ever gone
so far as Dr. Duncan, and of their own free will increased the
number of systematic as well as clinical lectures required by the
teris of their professorship. The natural result of his disinter-
ested industry was the intense reverence with vhich his name
was and is held by bis pupils. None of us can fail to admire
the energy with which lie continued bis self-imposed professional
work and severe physical exhaustion due to failing health.

Science must, we believe, most commend Dr. Matthews Dun-
can as an obstetrician. His skill in the lying-in chamber was
well known. He was second to none of bis compeers in doing
all that is possible to maintain obstetrics as a science and at the
same time as a profession suited for men of culture, refinement,
and education. He thoroughly investigated the physics of
pregnancy and labor. His contributions to literature on the
subject of the position of the fetus are amongst the best evi-
dences of bis correct method of research. He experimented on
the normal fetus out of the uterus, placing it in fluids of the
same specific gravity as the liquor amnii, and found that it
floated in such fluids in the saine position as it naturally assumed
in the uterus. When the fetus became decomposed it floated in
a different manner, just as, under the same circumstances, it
tended to lie in a different position in the uterine cavity. Thus
Dr. Duncan trusted to direct experiment, instead of beginning
by an assumption that a vital force in the uterine walls or some
mechanical arrangement in the bony pelvis forced the fetus
into the right position. and then setting to work to prove the
assumption.

Dr. Matthews Duncan held that the obstetrician should devote
himself to the treatinent of pregnancy, labor, and the puerperium,
undertaking at the same time the management of diseases of
non-pregnant women as far as therapeutie aid would avail. He
distrusted the practice of abdominal sections by obstetricians.
" Nobody can be a Sir Charles Locock and a Sir Spencer
Wells at the same time," he would say; and he acted up to his
convictions, although bis most distinguished pupils have not all
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followed bis example. This matter leads to another subject-
Dr. Duncan's powers and opinions as a gynecologist. Most
assuredly the profession in general never held him to be so
recognized an authority in diseases of women as in obstetrics.
He was none the less one of the soundest of pathologists and
the best of clinical observers. His saying above quoted will
clear away a great deal of misunderstanding; being a practical
obstetrician, his bent was toward obstetrics. He never attempted
" major " gynecology. As to practical " minor " gynecology,
he cannot be blamed for treating it with distrust when we bear
in mind what the term implied in the days of bis youth. We
cannot be surprised if lie occasionally overlooked what might
be good when he had to deal with so much that was bad. It
was inevitable that his training and surroundings must lead him
to condemn operations whicl other good men practised on

grounds which they deemed perfectly justifiable. This explains
bis aversion to trachelorrhaphy. Again, Dr. Duncan's peculiar
views on gynecological ethics were the resuits of bis instincts
as a teacher. He considered that the student must first learn
the nature of the parts with which he bas to deal, and then
acquire the art of detecting the diseases with which those parts
are affected. This was bis education, and when thus educated,
and not till then, be could see an operation performed with
profit; not till then was he competent to judge whether the
operation was justifiable. Dr. Duncan strongly objected to a
system which teaches the bare steps of major operations and
justifies them on the score that a few experts can claim success-
ful results. The student, however, is ever eager to see and hear
of big surgery, and we all know the teacher must cool such per-
nicious ardor and show him that he bas many things to learn before
he can profitably study and practise operations. Dr. Duncan
constantly acted as the good teacher in this respect. The con-
sequence was that many of bis remarks which were meant for
the classroom were sometimes taken as unjustifiable criticisms
on operators of high experience. His real views on ovariotony
and allied operations may be better judged by the admiration
which he often expressed for the work of bis friend Dr. Keith.
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We must not harbor the impression that Dr. Matthews Duncan

distrusted ovariotomists to the last because his systern discour-

aged any ill-advised efforts to manufacture Wellses and Keiths.

-American -Journal of Ob8tetric8.

A Case of Retro-Peritoneal Hemor-
rhage. (By DR. JAMES MCLdoD, of Charlottetown.)-
Mrs. - , aged 52, a woman of splendid physique arid healthy

appearance, consulted me on July 17th, 1890, for pain in the

epigastrium, which had persisted for a day or two. Her previous

health had been almost invariably good, and she declared that

she had never felt better than for the last five or six ronths.

Early in the same month she complained of pain in the region

of the right ovary, but which was accomparied by no constitu-

tional disturbance whatsoever. This pain, I may say in passing,
disappeared upon the onset of the epigastric distress. On the

morning of the 18th I found ber suffering from great pain in the

epigastrium, aggravated by toast and tea which she had taken

for breakfast, but which she soon rejected. There was no con-

stitutional disturbance ; tongue clean, pulse and temperature

normal, inspection and palpation giving a negative result. At

noon I saw her again. Pain still ircreasirig; no medicine or

food taken, as she dreaded a return of the suffering caused by
the ingestion of food in the morning. I ordered morphia, and

to be repeated as required. I was soon a;ain sent for and found
her in extreme collapse, extremities cold, face ashen, pulse slow
and feeble, and temperature subnormal; and so intolerable was

the pain that the patient declared it would kili her if no)t relieved.
With the application of hot boules and the administration of

morphia hypodermically, and brandy and beef peptonoid per
rectum, the patient slowly rallied, and two hours later the coun-
tenance assumed its natural expression, the pulse rose to 60, full

and regular, and she expressed herself as feeling comfortable.
On the morning of the 19th I found the patient weaker, pulse 80,
but she had been disturbed once or twice apparently from the

rectal alimentation. She still absolutely refused all food and

drink by the mouth. ' The lower part of abdomen was free from
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any pain, palpation and deep pressure being well tolerated.
Later on, finding no improvement, I proposed a consultation.
At 3 P.M. held a consultation with Dr. Richard Johnson. The
patient then complained of a bearing-dowi pain in rectum and
uterus, and pain was elicited on pressure over lower part of
abdomen also. Upon making a vaginal examiniation I found the
uterus fixed and tender to the touch. The symptons rapidly
become more severe ; vomiting set in, first bilious in character,
then duodenal, thon dark coffee-ground, the pulse meanwhile
becoming more and more rapid and feeble. Death ensued at
one o'clock on the morning of the 20th, irnmediately after the
patient had vomited a large quantity of dark fluid blood. A
hasty post-mortem two hours later revealed the following: A.
dominal adipose tissue about two inches thick ; oiental fat fully
one inch thick ; stomach, liver and spleen normal ; no peritonitis.
Upon raising stomach and liver the retro-peritoneum was fouuid
dark-red and remarkably bulging forward, but not perforated.
One gland behind the stomach was found indurated, and felt and
eut like scirrhus. Upon penctrating the retro-peritoneurn, hein-
orrhage was found to have taken place in and around the pan-
creas and extending into the retro-peritoncal tissue down to the
pelvis. The indurated gland, which was not, unfortunately, pre-
served, if cancerous, would appear to point to a prirmary cancer
of the pancreas as the exciting cause of the profuse and fatal
hemorrhage ; but, on the other hand, the absence of a knotty,
uneven swelling or of small tumors in the organ, and also the
absence of any of the diagnostic symptoms.of primary cancer as
described in Ziem8sen and the Annual of the Universal Medical
Sciences, 1889, such as digestive troubles, cachexia, emaciation,
progressive liver disease, vomiting, jaundice, dropsy, etc., would
seem to exclude the hypothesis of cancer in this case. In the
British Medical Journal, Sept. 1888, is recorded a case " the
chief features of interest of which were the great accumulation
of fat, etc.", "but here also the patient was anSmic and slightly
jaundiced, etc." This present case would seem to be of a kind
with the four cases reported by Klebs and Zenker, and described
in Ziemasen, vol. viii, pp. 622, 628, all of whom were corpulent,



and Friedreich addsh " that faîtty dlegenerationr of glJand cells aire
always found along with gerieral obesity or, i other words, a
hoemorrhagic panicreaticua, which, accor ding toi Shattuck (A.nnual
of the Univrsal Med0ica &iences,, 189), prove fatal in from
two to four days.--Maruime Med'ical !kwa.

Palpable Kidneys -Kurrun~ f &rli.El<in. Woc.)
has four papers on " palpable kidneys." He is~itiniguiahes~ four

*principal forms ini which those organis are accessible to bi-manual
palpation. *

i. The kidney shows a clearly demonstrable reapiratory m>-
bility with uniimportanit amnount of' dipaceent.

f . Or it shows a dislocation of the first degree-that is, <one-
third, one-halif or two-thirdsi o f the organ cani he felt ; it is. mostly
mobile during th e respiratory act, can bie pushed out of place

%by the hands, and is dilocated more or lea forward.
3. Or it shows a diislocationi of the isecond dlegree ; the kidney

cani be felt irn ail its extent, is easily pushed about, mroves with
respiration, lies near the aniterior helly-wall, or can easily be
brought thither.

4. Or the kidnaey is dialocated and' fixed in its abniormal
psiLion.

lMany of ruch diSlocated and fixed kidneys are conrg nitaan
of light elinilcal importance, but often this condito is aciertd
when. a mobile dislocated kidney becomes fixed by the develog-
ment of local inflamimatory processes. To understand how one
degree cani be evolved from the other, it is requisite 'to have a
clear view ofthe etiological rmomets which cbdition the origi-
niationa of palpable kidneys. I t he fir-t (ie we have to take
into accounrt the factors which are in a positon to looseni or des-
troiy the connections of the kidneys, anîd so bring'i t mi other
than normal relations with 'the neighbori oirgans. Ak few
authors suppo>se that the disappearance of the fat of the capusula
adiposa renis is a likely cause. Experiene~ agrees with this
view ; movable .kidneysare frequently met wih inthe progres
of diseases attended by a general l'ssof fat, as i pjhthisi, " arci-
n3oia, etc., or in acuite diseases with high fever. as in.typhoid,
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malaria, etc. Should the fat of the adipose capsule disappear,
and be replaced by a slack, wide-meshed connective tissue, the
kidney loses its firm support and sinks downwards by reason of
its weight. The tolerably equable pressure it formerly exercised
on the peritoneum beconies one-sided and downward, the elastie
peritoneum yields and stretches ; a sort of rerial iesentery is
thus gradually forned, and allows the organ to inake sinilar
excursions to those we sec normally in organs furnished with a
lengthy mesentery. To complete this condition time is required.
In proportion as the fat of the adipose capsule vanishes, and the
kidney assumes a lower position, its respiratory excursions in-
crease in extent and become more and more accessible to the
palpating fingers. While the kidneys sink downward, they
recede gradually frou the direct influence of the diaphragrîatic
contractions, and on the right side becone afFected by the res-
piratory depression of the liver, whiclh still furtier continues the
dislocation downward. Perlhaps this is one reason why right-
sided movable kidneys occurs most frequently. As Cruveilhier
bas pointed out, tight-lacing is also a powerful factor in the pro-
duction of floating kidneys.

Of not so much importance, in the author's opinion, are fre-
quent pregnancies, abortions, pendulous abdomen, and the snyp-
posed causation of hyperenic swelling of the kidneys occasioned
by menstruation (as a consequence of the connections between
the plexus ovaricus and plexus renalis) as lias been asserted by
several authors. Occupation, the doing of hard work or none
at all, does not seem to have any influence on the production of
movable kidney. Traumatisis, such as falls, blows, gynnastic
exercises, etc., have also been credited with bringing about this
condition. Probably the mobile kidney was present before the
accident which was supposed to originate it had happened. All
that bas been advanced as casuial does not explain the floating
kidneys of children and young girls. Al the causes cited can
only be " opportunity causes " which lead up to movable kidneys
or make movable ones more mobile only in a certain predisposi-
tion, but of themselves are not able to remove a kidney from its
normal place permanently or temporarily, and give to it a cer-
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tain amoonnt of rnobility. 'Jlli freq'îericy of titis coritieon, wilich
was onice corisiderod( art arsatornical ciuriomity, is minuch greater
arnorigi women thain mer). Ount rcf 667 cawes talîulatcdl froîn
various authors, 584 occurred] iii fenrail,si anid 82> in rizsleq. Jt
oea> lhappers at anjy a,,(., thse gr4ý;atCst tsaiser of cabes appn
from tlsirty to forty ycars. It occurs ofieriest ors lic, rifflst 14<le
out of 727 case-i, 553~ were righlt, 81 lf-iati iii 92, boUst
ürgaris were afectei1.

If' the causes (f reria rnblsare obc we,) alo the cornplex
of Byrnpýtrtn.ïicsirL by it are ssrr$Ln arisd doutffl. ràe
tiffles rom sosvrinc is fî-It ; ;tt otherm lr,±îrrj of a dagng
Isîsscllirsg asdrt sg l c(is-srlàe arecoslzne tsf, mit;ed( tii t}s:
affectu.:d mide oir radiatirsg, to thse otiser, or to t1ve lojins., arid he-
t-weeri thec mlsosilder bladles ; t1vey are p:sro.xysrsal, Ihro11sght ors 1
si,,!t c-xertirsrs, or rnay take ons tie formr of iesiralgia, seii>

mcatir n necsa. JIeassvnse rce. ,Iràs" mn-
Rtruations. Ma;rsiy patients are, highly rirrvoti.h3 nia, andi

hypr'l'liracTe uir-iie iE Heom':tirnçso aliu iriioins sri (rarely)
b)(froV. 1)iidurlbanrcts oif*dgsin are moti,ý re quenit ; but it i.;
rlriihl-tfiil wlsotlsr the re-lationsj is cazisial or more cisieîe
Cons.ztipationr r.ay lie caiseri by the, rtitechaitichl ertausre of thr(,

dJisplace<I kirsrey. TIhe (irenc f icterus iz explicable hy
meochayuical funictionjal disturbances .,f the ~a-Idcbtto
auithor lias riever aenri this conrsp)licationsi , ansy of bi.3 case.

Patients with moivable kidriey are mul)ject v) BiilrdenJr attaikï
o? 'abdoinal pairn, flo ng ? n uis vertigor, vontn and leve;r.

The cause irf titis lias b>' sonne bees'c;i attributedl tri strarngutlatinsi
.yd~ kdsyin the surrouridiri' conrsectivc ti-:z3le MAn ritnseuralIM

"mvng rime to a mo)re oir lems circumcnhrled pt-ritoniti3 ; othoirsý
blame torsions of the rensal vessels, es3peciall hi'devin andi con-
Sequent acute congestiojn; oitners attribute it to intermittent
hyd mintephrosis. .'h'igbfter siriniary distuirbaticea art rt-'a.ively
frequent, colicky pains during micturition, frequenit dLezire tri
armratej andi slight t lyuria ; thesle arec generahlly uniraportant
and transierit. As authors siffer abrin-t the -eiciogr-y andi Eynp-
tomatcilogy of this disorder, sr. they deviat~e from each oither as
tri its cure, Sonne aee the onIy possible cure of reni rncbilia, in

26i.SELF-CITIONS.
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its extirpation, some in nephrorrhaphy, and others object to ail
operative interference. The author woulid limit himself to
nephrorrhaphy in the very worst cases threatening life and des-
troying ail comfort. Properly constructed bandages are useful,
and most in cases accompaiied by pendulous .abdomei. The
author describes one he has found useful. Narcotics and nar-
cotic salves, poultices, and so on, may he needed for the pains,
and the stomach disturbances must be treated specially.-Edin.
Medical Journal.

Koch on Treatment of Tuberculosis.-
In concluding his address on bacteriological rescarch before the
tenth International Medical Congress, Dr. Robert Koch sai:il

I am convinced that bacteriology will one day be of the greatest
importance from the therapeutical point of view also. It is true,
I look for relatively smaller therapeutical resuIts in the case of
diseases with a short incubation period and a rapid course. In
these diseases, as, for example, in choiera, the chief reliance will
always have to he placed on prophylaxis. I am thinking more
of diseases of less rapid course, as these offer more points of
attack to therapeutic enterprise. And there is scarcely a disease
which, partly on this ground, partly on account of its far sur-
passing ail other infections diseases in importance, so challenges
bacteriological investigations as tuberculosis. Moved by thiese
considerations, very soon after the discovery of the tubercle
bacilli, I set about seeking for substances which could be used
therapeutically against tuberculosis, and I have pursued this
search, which has, of course, been often interrupted by my other
occupations, perseveringly up to the present. In the belief that
there must be a remedy for tuberculosis I do not by any means
stand alone. Billroth hai in one of bis last writings expressed
himself with ail possible distinctness to the same effect, and it is
vell known that the same object is aimed at by many investi-

gators. It seems to me, however, that the latter have not as a
rule followed the right way in their investigations, inasmuch as
they have begun their experiments on man. To that I ascribe
the fact that everything which people have believed themselves



to have discovered in that way-from benzoato of soda down to
liot-air treatment-has proved to he a delusion. Experiments
must in the first place b made not on man, but on the parasites
themselves in their pure cultures ; even if substances have been
found which have the power to check the development of tubercle
bacilli in the cultures, mari should not forthwith be chosen as the
subject of experiment. But the question whether observations
whichi have been made in a test-tube hold good also in living
animal bodies should first be settled in animais. Only if the
experiments on animais have proved successful should the method
be tried on man. Proceeding according to these rules, I have
in the course of time tested a very large number of substances
to sec what influenîce they would exert on the tubercle bacilli
uiltivated in pure cultures, with the result that not a few sub-

stances have the power, even in very small doses, of hindering
the growth of tubhercle bacilli. More thari this, of course, a
remedy cannot do. It is not recessary, as has often been erro-
neously assumed, that the bacteria should be killed in the body ;
in order to make thcm Larmless to the body it is sufficient to
prevent their growthi, their multiplication. I have proved the
following substances to he remedies which hinder such growth
even in very small doses (to mention only the most important).
A nurmber of ethereal oils ; among the aromatic compounds,
naphthylamin, paratoluidin, xylidin ; some of the so-called tar-
dyes, namely, fuchsin, gentian violet, methyl blue, chinolin yellow,
aniline yellow, auramin ; among the metals, mercury in the form
of vapor, silver and gold compounds. The compounds of cyan-
ogen were especially conspicuous, their effect surpassing that of
ail other substances ; even in a dilution of one to two millions
they checked the growth of tubercle bacilli. Ail these substances,
however, remained absolutely without effect if tried on tubercu-
losis animais. In spite of this failure I have not allowed myself to
be discouraged from prosecuting the search for growth-hindering
remedies, and I have at last bit upon a substance which has the
power of preventing the growth of tubercle bacilli, not only in a
test-tube, but in the body of an animal. Ail experiments in
tuberculosis are, as every one who bas had experience of them
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has sufficiently discovered, of very long duration; my researches
on this substance therefore, although they have already occupied
me for nearly a year, are not yet completed, and I can only say
this much about them, that guinea-pigs, which, as is well known,
are extraordinarily susceptible to tuberculosis, if exposed to the
influence of this substance, cease to react to the inoculation of
tuberculosis virus, and that in guinea-pigs suffering from general
tuberculosis even to a high degree, the morbid process can be
brought completely to a stand-still without the body being iii
any way injuriously affected. From these researches 1, ini the
meantime, do not draw any further conclusions than that the
possibility of rendering pathogenic bacteria in the living body
harmless without injury to the latter, which has hitherto boen
justly doubted, has been thereby established. Should, however,
the hopes based on these researches be fulfilled in the future,
and should we succeed in the case of this bacterial infections
disease, in making ourselves masters of the microscopic, but
hitherto victorious, enemy in the human body, then it will soon
also be possible, I have no doubt, to obtain the same result ii
the case of other diseases. This opens up an oft-proraised field
of work, with problems which are worthy to be the subject of an
international competition of the noblest kind. To give even now
some encouragement to further researches in this direction was
the sole and only reason why I, departing from my usual custom,
havë made a communication on a research which is not yet com-
pleted. Allow me, therefore, to conclude this address with the
expression of a wish that the nations may measure their strength
on this field of labor, and in war against the smallest, but the
most deadly foes of the human race, and that in this struggle
for the weal of all mankind one nation may always strive to sur-
pass the other in the successes which it acihieves.-Philadelphia
Med. and Surg. Reporter.

Osteogenesis .- Prof. Ollier read a paper on the above
subject at the late International Congress (Jour. Am. Med. A8s.)
He began by considering the growth of bone in general, and gave
a full account of his researches into these questions, in which,
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by a series of experiments performed on animals, as well as in
consequence of the numerous operations which he had performed
on man, he had been led to the following conclusions : New bone
could in reality be formed from the periosteum alone, and only
under certain well known conditions. It was perfectly hopeless
to expect any complete and permanent growth of bone to take
place unless the periosteamn surrounded it. It was, indeed, truc
that if the parts were aseptic for a time, the new bone, or im-
plaited bone, as the case might be, seemed to grow, but this was
only for a time. Within six months necrosis took place, and the
dead bone, if loose, was thrown off, or might remain encysted in
some instances, and, if it did no harm, was certainly of no ad-
vantage to its possessor. This was a fact which had been known
for many years, and there was, he believed, notwithstanding
what had been said to the contrary, no exception to it. If a more
minute examination were made of the implanted bone, it would
be seen that the clianîges which took place in it were as follows.
It was penetrated by blood-vessels from the surrounding bones
and tissues, but these vessels played no part in its nutrition, but
served only to further its absorption. Perhaps no more striking
evidence of the value of the periosteum could be given than the
following. On one of his patients, a young woman, he lad oper-
ated three times, resectirg ber elbow-joint on each occasion, but
the periosteum had been retained, and on each occasion she made
an excellent reccvery. Practically there were three kinds of
plans which might be employed, which might bo styled (1) auto-
plastic, in which the same bone was used to repair some deficiency
in itself, and the bone was only partially severed from its con-
nections-as, for example, where a piece of bone was turned
down from the forehead to make a new nose; (2) the second of
these plans was well described as homoplastic-that is, when the
graft is taken from the same individual, but not from the same
bone ; (3) the third, or heteroplastic, plan is applied to those
cases in which a bone of some other individual or animal is made
use of. The first and second plans were all but useless, and the
third qute so-that is to say, the implanted bone could not ever
grow. With regard to the question of excisions, it was, of course,
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a case for ei.her movement or anchylosis. He lad nothing to
say, except that in the lower limb we must always have anchyl-
osis, and in the upper movement, though an exception might,
perhaps, be made in the case of the wrist, where a fixed or par-
zially fixed joint would be more useful to the patient than a
movable one.-St. Louis Mlled. and Surg. Journal.

Antisepsis and Asepsis in Surgery.-
At the recent meeting of the French Association for the Ad-
vancement of Sciences (session of Limoges, Aug. 18th), Terrier
of Paris read a communication on " Antisepsis and Asepsis in
Surgery." Like Lister, lie has abandoned the spray, or if lie
uses it at all, it is before abdominal operations, when lie " pul-
verizes" a certain quantity of water in the operating room to
facilitate the disappearance of the particles of dust contained in
the air. As antiseptic, lie employs exclusively the bichloride of
mercury, a 1-1000 or 1-2000 solution. With these solutions
he washes the part that is to be the seat of the operation ; his
own hands and those of his assistants, after having previously
bcen scrubbed in hot soapsuds and the nails scraped, were washed
in the same solutions. The sponges are boiled and otherwise
rendered aseptic. For ligatures, he employs only pressed silk,
boiled before each operation in a 1-1000 bichloride solution.
All the instruments, except the bistouries, ere sterilized by dry
heat, the dry stove of Poupinel being employed for this purpose;
in this apparatus the instruments are kept without injury for 15
to 30 minutes at a temperature of 160-180.6°C. As for the
cutting instruments, they are first soaked and washed in chloro-
form, then boiled in sterilized water. The compresses which
serve to protect the parts surrounding the field of operation, to
cover coils of intestines, etc., are sterilized in the autoclave at
a temperature of 1209C., according to the directions of Pasteur;
before being used, if found too hot, they may be dipped into
tepid water which bas been boiled, and thus sterilized. Terrier
says that by means of these precautions lie has performed a
great number of grave operations (ablation of abdominal tumors,
cholecystotomies, gastrotomies, etc.) with no untoward result.
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As for the dressings which ho unes, they are extremaeliy irgle.
Hie emnploys exclusively sterilized wadding-not antiineptic, but
prepared by heatirîg inr the dry stove, acoding to the method

of Quenu.-c, pi andlin. R(ecord.

Surgery of the Lateral Ventriles of
the Brain.-in a paper read bfore the re;t interna
tional Medical Conagress orn this subject. by Prof. W. W. Keera of
Philadelphia, the: following c'mnclusiona: were arrived at:-
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fracture or of trephininîg, and insvolving great dijturbanc: of tht
cerebral substance; art n nîecesarily fatal, for I0 Gof t 26
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be fres dangerous thani rupture cf t ;'tntriclç from:r xirple fra&-

tare. They should be treate anîepticaily hy drair.age and
the usual treatment of woundA lu other r'-gicr:, l p: follow
or if the cerebro-spinal fluid become& damm'd bavk, cau i
syrmvtomrs of presure, iwin ar> fret drahsagt :-hcrui be :e-

sor-t:d to.
2. l case c: slmule hratore t-ismg tht ventn;k% exç:r-
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5. In acute eftusions, tapping, with or without drainage, as
may be thought best, will certainly save some lives otherwise
doomed to be lost ; and, in the chronic forn, long-continued slow
drainage at an early period is at least worthy of a trial, with a
reasonable hope of success in a few cases.

6. The methods here described for performing the operation,
especially by the lateral route, are at least worthy of a trial,
with a view to determine the value of such surgical procedures.

7. After trephining and tapping the ventricles, irrigation of
the ventricular cavities from side to side is not only possible, but
it does no harm. In abscess involving the ventricle, and possibly
in other conditions, it may possibly do good. The fluid used for
such irrigation should not contain anything which, if retained
and absorbed, might do harm. An artificial cerebro-spinal fluid
or a simple boric acid solution would seei to be the best for
such use.

8. Convulsions, due to too rapid withdrawal of the cerebro-
spinal fluid, may be checked hy injecting an artificial cerobro-
spinal fluid, or such other innocuous fluid that is available.

9. In either irrigating or injecting the ventricles, it is prob-
ably desirable that the air should not enter, but such entrance
of air does not seem to be productive of mischief.

10. In hemorrhage into the lateral ventricle, at least of trau-
matie origin, immediate trephining and evacuation of the clots
should be done, wyhich in a few cases will probably be followed
by a cure, unless the injury of the cerebral tissue is so great as
to be incompatible with life.

Operative Treatment of Carcinoina of
the Rectum.-(By CIRISTIAN FENGER, M.D.)-As to
the part of a discussion of the subject of malignant disease of the
rectum, I shall first say that the results of palliative and opera-
tive treatment cannot very well be compared, because each one
serves its own limited field of usefulness. The palliative opera-
tions will be used where total extirpation of the carcinomatous
tissue is either impossible or too dangerous to the life of the
patient. Total extirpation should be resorted to whenever there



is a possibility of rOnoving ail of the diseased tissue without
taking the life of ti patient. We will first discuiis the palliative
operations, whicl ail have the intention of doing away with symp-
toms of stenosis.

1. Linear rectotomny, as devised] by Nlaton, and extensivoly
practised, especially iln France, by Verneuil, Trelat and others,
consi8ts in division of the posterior wall of the rectim for carci-
noma in te mnedian line backwards to the coccyx, and is done
with cither the knife or the cantery, the cautery givirg more
security against, leiorrhage and sepsis. 'T'le effect of the
operation is often a very beincficial onte, in redicing hie frequent,
painful passages to few and pairnless nies. As Lo its dangers,
Verneuil estimates the mortality from the operation at abult live
per cent., and he states that the suffering frori incontinence is
small. This operation cai oruly be made use of in low carci-
nomas, wherc the fuiger can reach the utpper border of tie turior,
and the peritouical cavity is inri no danger f being operned. I.t
should be limited to cases wherc the wall of the bladder, the

prostate gland, the uterus or the fornix of the vagiia have been
invaded by carcinra, making total extirpation iradvisable. In
regard to this matter, Esmnarch states that in the umajority of the
cases of carcinorna low down, total extirpation is not only possible,
but easy, and conscquently ought to lie preferred.

2. Opening into the rectum frorm the ischio-rectal fossa above
the carcinoma, as devised by Marshall, is practically making a
posterior artificial anus above the carcinoma. Sponitancous fistu-
lous openings in this place had tauglt Marshall that relief froma
stenosis symptoms took place. Tiis operation, however, has
never been resorted to to any extent.

3. Curetting of the carcinorna with the sharp spcori and cau-
terization of the scraped surface with Paquelir's cautery is
another'method. The curetting was devised by Simnon and the
cauterization of the curetted surface by Küster, who has prac-
ticed this method of late extensively. lie advocates the method
very strongly, saying that it affbrds great relief in inoperable
cases. Of from twenty-five to thirty patients, only two died
from peritonitis, and Küster estimates the rncrtality from the

8BElpo'lN.N!
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operation at about 8 per cent. Many of his patients lived more
than a year, and in a comforitable position. Küster has for years
never performed colotomy in low carcinomas. The operation
just described is applicable only to tum-,rs low down in the rec.
tum, because in the carcinomas above the line of the peritoneuni
surgeons always run the risk of epening into the peritoneal cavity.
Esmarch bas seen cicatrization of a large carcinoma take place
after this operation, but still calls attention to the dangers of
hemorrhage and collapse following this method.

4. Lumbar colotomy, as devised by Amussat and.Callisen, has
been extensively practised by English surgeons, but is now
rapidly losing ground and being replaced by the more modern
modifications of inguinal colotomy. The mortality from the old
statistics was higih, between 30 and 40 per cent. This mortality
has decreased considerably of late, so as to enable Cripp to
report fourteen cases without a death. There are certain objec-
tions to the method, sufficient to prevent its future use. Promi-
nent among those objections is the difficulty of finding the colon
and opening into it at a place not covered by the perit:meum.
The descending colon frequently has a mesentery, and it often
necessitates great distension to find sufficient space to open into
the bowel without opening the peritoneal cavity. The wound is
always a deep one, and the artificial anus is in an inconvenient
place for cleaning away the faeces, except in patients who are
unable to get out of bed. It is impossible to prevent part of the
foecal matter from passing down to the carcinoma and causing
the usual irritative effect on the ulcerated surface ; and, conse-
quently, it does not relieve the pain and tenesmus. The advo-
cates of the operation, such as Henry Morris, claim for lumbar
colotomy a wider application, as, for instance, in carcinoma of
the sigmoid flexure or lower portion of the descending colon,
where inguinal colotomy would give no relief. Knies' modifica-
tion of inguinal colotomy is practicable on the tranverse colon
as well as on the caecum and ascending colon, thus making this
claim of advantage somewhat doubtful.

5. Inguinal colotomy, as devised by Littré, or laparo-colotomny,
is rapidly gaining favor. The mortality of the operation was in
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early times (Batt and Van Frkelen) even higher than in lumbar
colotomy, being from 46 to -58 per cent. This was the conse-

quence of opening into the peritoneal cavity without antiseptic
precautions. The introduction of antiseptic methods here, as in
alil other intra-abdominal operations, reduced the mortality to the
neighborhood of 5 per cent. König reports twenty cases with
only one death from peritonitis ; Cripps twenty six cases with
only one death.

The attempts to perfect inguinal colotomy had in view, besides
guarding against infection of the peritoneal cavity, toe effect com-
plete evacuation of the fSces in the place of the artificial anus,
so as to prevent any fecal matter fron passing down into the
carcinoma, thus preventing irritation and paiifull tenesmus, and,
furthermore, to facilitate the washing out of the carcinomatous
bowel from above. Closure cf the lower bowel, as devised by
?ladelung, was thus abandoned, and Knies' method, as mrodified
by Maydl, is the one now-a-days, mostly adapted to fulfill all the
indications. When it can be performed in two stages it must
be considered almost without danger fron peritonitis, and its
advantages, as stated by König, are the following : The opera-
tion is done openly, mostly outside of the peritoneal cavity, ne
fecal matter can pass over the carcinoma, and this can be easily
irrigated and kept clean.

6. The radical operation-that is, the total extirpation of car-
cinoma-should always be done when it is rossible to remove all
cf the diseased tissue without too great danger to the life of the
patient. It is the only hope of a radical cure, and a number of
permanent recoveries are on record. In the earliest period only
low carcinomas were operated upon, as the dangers to life became
almost insurmountable the higher up the carcinoma was located.
Modern modifications, :especially the sacrai method of Kraske,
has greatly reduced the dangers for the high carcinomas. The
removal of part of the sacrum or its steoplastic-that is, tem-
porary-resection, as devised by Hocheiegg, gives ample space
for the removal of carcinomas even above the rectum and in the
lower portion of the sigmoid flexure. Nevertheless it cannet be
disputed that a considerable amount of preliminary operating in
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the high or sacral operation causes additional danger from hem.
orrhage, collapse and peritonitis in patients already reduced in
vitality by the disease. If we want to consider the danger of
the radical operation for carcinomas from a statistical point of
view, we meet with a difficulty yet in the literature that the
authors did not distinguish sharply enough between high and low
operations.

In comparing the low and high operations, we find that the
enoi-mous mortality before Volkmann's time of over 70 per cent.
has come down to 36 per cent. By comparing statistics from
the literature in 1887, I have collected 272. cases, with a mor.
tality of 22 per cent. In the hands of other operators, however,
after that time the mortality has been lowered considerably.
Thus König gives us a mortality of bis operations, for the last
six years, of 16 per cent., and von Bergmann gives us a series
of forty-six operations with only three or four deaths ; Cripps'
thirty operations with two deaths ; Hochenegg twelve operations
(from Albert's clinic) with no deaths ; Hardenheuer thirteen
cases with two deaths. It may be reasonable to conclude that
the mortality of to-day, with proper selection of cases, may be
estimated at between 10 and 15 per cent.

As to the number of radical cures, it is impossible from the
literature to give an estimate, but I should expect a radical cure
in about 10 per cent. of the patients that survived the operation.

As to the functional disturbance, comparatively little is known,
from the fact that littie mention is w. de of the patient's condition
in after years. König takes a rather gloomy view of the con-
condition of those patients, and states that the functional results
after the high operation are better than those after the low oper-
ation Of twenty-one patients, he considers fifteen in an unsatis-

.factory state; always unclean except when constipated; and
only six had tolerably good power of retaining the foces. Von
Bergmann takes a brighter view of the condition of such patients,
and so do most other authorities ; su much so that the functional
condition of the patient is not permitted io interfere with the
choice of operation between palliative and radical when there is
a possibility of saving the life of the patient with the latter
method.-Med. and Surg. Reporter.
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On the Nature and Treatment of Ec..
zeMa.-UNNA writes on the above subject in the Britisk
Journal of Dermatology for August, 1890, and makes a strong
plea for the specifie nature of the disease. He believes that the
true and essential cause is the inoculation of a germ, probably
of vegetable nature. The germ, however, proliferates in the
epidermis and its appendages, only when the soil is suitable for
its growth. The various predisposing and exciting causes which
have previously been regarded as the sole causative factors must
now be regarded only as preparing the nutrient basis for the
reception and proliferation of the germ. The congenital nature
of the skin (heredity), supervening diseases, especially those
which alter the skin secretions (rheumatism, gout), change in
the skin tissue such as take place at the various periode of life
(dentition, menstruaton, climacteric), and other intercurrent
diseases of the skin(acute exanthemata)-can be all considered
as predisposing causes, or, better, as pre-existing improvements
of the nutrient base. External warmth and moisture, simple
inflammations and stases, as well as all external irritants, may
be described as exciting causes, or better, as accidental improve-
ments of the nutrient base. The parasitic theory, then, instead
of denying all the previous observations which have been made
on the Stiology of eczema, requires them as essential auxiliary
causes. In defining eczema, Unna modifies slightly the dehni-
tion of Erasmus Wilson, and calls it " a chronic parasitic catarrh
of the skin, with desquamation, itching, and the disposition to
respond to irritation by exudation and well-marked inflammation."
The author concludes his interesting article as follows:

1. The treatment of chronic eczema may be considered with
advantage under two heads; (a) By the use of antiparisitic
measures the germ itself is attacked. This is the direct treat-
ment. (b) On the other hand, by it the epidermis, which is the
nutrient soil, becomes less suitable for the growth of the specific
germ. This is the indirect treatment.

2. The radical treatment of eczema aims at the destruction of
every single germ in the depths of the epidermis.

A disappearance of the eczema efflorescence is by no means
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equivalent to a thorough cure of the disease, which is, however,
always attained by the prolonged and continuous use of specific
measures.

3. There are various chronic eczemas, which May be distin.
guished with certainty by their clinical symptoms and course.
They do not by any means always pass through the so-called
" stages " of eczema, of which we hear so much, but aci form
has its own type, its own variations, and of course its own specific
treatment. As examples I nay quote the eczema of scabiec, the
seborrhoic eczema, follicular eczema, and papular eczema.

4. As the therapeutics of these mtiologically different eezemas
is not the same, I will limit myself to special suggestions for that
variety which is the most common-viz., the seborrhoic eczema.
This begins as a desquamative erythema, similar to pityri-isis,
and continues as such, or develops either into an oozing eczema
or into squamous or crusted psoriasis-like eruptions. When it
becomes vesicular it is chiefly from the effcect of external irritation.

For the treatment of this eczema we possess as specifics strong
alkalies, several metallic oxides, and the reducing group of medi-
cinal agents. In this series of specific remedies the most worthy
of mention are caustic potash, zinc oxide, lead oxide, mercuric
oxide, sulphur, resorcin, pyrogallol, chrysarobin, and the various
kinds of tars.

5. The choice of the remedy and its form of application are
determined in seborrhoic eczema, as in ail forms of cczema, by
the degree of inflammation which is present.

When the inflammation and oozing are pronounced, the milder
specifics are indicated, such as zinc oxide, lead oxide, sulphur,
resorcin, in the form of powders, lotions, pastes, and glycerin
gelatines. When the inflammation is less and the dryness greater,
the stronger specifles, such as chrysarobiu, pyrogallol, tar, and
mercurie oxide, are indicated, especially in the form of salves,
salve mulls, plaster mulls, and waterproof dressings.

6. It may be taken as a general rule that among the remedies
and modes of application those must be selected for each case
which will produce the most powerful effect on the specific gem
(direct or indirect) without exciting an artificial inflammation.
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A really " irritating" treatment is not necessary, even in the
case of the oldest and dryest eczemras ; if orily provision is made
for thirning down the horny layer (an ordinary sequence), the
specific agents will have the desired effect withuit any irritation
whatever. hideed, an irritating mode of treatrnerît of eczema
is only justified on priunciple whei it is used as a test to spots
whichi are appareitly healcd, in order to recognize the preence
of ariy survivirg germs which they may still containu. 'lie alter.
nation of anti-eczematous and provocative treatment corresponds
to Tyidall's iiterrupted sterilization.

7. The onîly internai rermedy which exercises any specific
though liiited influence on seborrhoic czemna, and especially
on its drier forms, is arsenic. Ail other forns of treatmnent of
the generial orgarnism, and of other orgais which have a direct
association with the skin (suci as the bowels, uterus, kidneys),
ail dietetic cures, all baths (except sublimate baths), mnay be
consideredl oily in1 se far as they may possibly assist the local
treatienit of the skir in an indirect way.

8. In the search for new specifies agaiunst the various forrms of
eczema their harmiessness for the gerieral organisma must he
taken inito consideration, and with regard te the reducing medi-
cinal agents in particular it-must be noted whiethier there is an
absence (if irritating properties in their rxidation products.-
Journal of Cataneous and Geito-Urinary I)ieaaeae.

On the Diagnosis of Pityriasis Versi-
color from Syphilitic Eruptions.-" Few
errors are more comonwei in reference tri syphilitic eruptions
than to mistake coamoîn ehloasma for such. It is seo definitely
copper-tinted, that when it occurs to a persort whe has formerly
had syphilis, an errnerous diagnosi may easily be made both
.4 the patient himsedf and his adviser. A little care is, however,
ail that is needed. ana such anl error, if the case be well charac-
terized, can never happeni tri one well accustomed to skin diseases.
There are, however, certain very rare forms of cryptogamic (?)

fruptions on the skin which may puzzle even the most experi-
enced. In mrst of these the microscope à3 an easy and coniclusive
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means of clearing up doubt. Not, however, always. I am
familiar with cases that present patches which look exactly like
ringworm of the naked skin, anld whiclh occur without symmetry
and apparently multiply from a single parent, just as ringworm
does, and which ye t nover show any fungus. These cases usually
happen to be those who have had syphilis, and the difliculty
always is to say whether the eruption is or is not specific. The
patches are, I think, usually cured by local applications of mer.
cury, wvhether in lotion or oiritment."-Mllr. Jonathan Jfutchin-
son in Archives qf Surgery, A pril 1890.

Early Maternity.-Dr. Barton Cooke Hirst, Pro
fessor of Obstetrics in the University of Pennsylvania, contributes
a short article to the August number of the University Medical
Magazine which goes far to show that, fron the point of view of
the mother's health, precocious naternity does not involve the
evils thst are usually ascribed to it. He gives brief notes of the
cases of twenty girls who werc delivered at ages varying from
14 to 16 years in the Maternity Hospital, four of them under
his own observation. In cach of the four cases under his own
care the labor was easy and uncomplicated, tho infant was well
deiveloped, and the mother's supply of milk was ample ; and he
infers from the absence of any record to the contrary that the
sixteen others werc normal also.-N. Y. Med. Journal.

Syphilis Hereditaria Tarda.-I einirich Neu
understands by syphilis hereditaria tarda al] syphilitie pheno.
mena which have their origin in hereditary infection and appear
at a more or less advanced age. He, however, does not deny
the possibility that in single cases hereditary syphilis may romain
latent for a long time, perhaps until puberty, and only then pre-
sent severe specific phenomena. As a proof that in such cases
heredity, and not syphilis which has been acquired during the
first few years of life, was in question, the author considers the
grave and general disturbances of nutrition and development
which present themselves in such patients, and which are neyer
offered to such a degree by acquired syphilis. The grayish.
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white color of their complexion and tieir cartlh-colored, leather-

like skin he also considers a proof of hereditary syphilis. i

regard to the diseases of the Ioles, the frcqnerqtly ohserved
solution of confinuity hetween diaphysis and epiphysis (so-called

pseudo-paralysis), as well as the equal tlickening of the anterior
border of both tibio and the increuased transverse diaimeter of

the skull, are to he regarded as characteristic of iercditary
syphilis. On the other land, neitier the afiections of the joints
nor those of the skin or mucons membranes offer anàything which
coûuld be diferentiatel from acquired syphilis. Again, the three
abnornalities set forth by llutchinso-i.e., certain liseases of
the eye, car and tecth-are pathognomonic of heredlitary syphilis.
As regards the eye, keratitis interstitialis profinda iS nearly
alwys the result of hereditary syphilis. Disturhances of hcar-
ing nay be caused indirectly by suppurative processes in the
naso-pharynx and Eustachian tubes, or directly by a purulent
otitis media, ar fially they msay also conisist in a suddenîly
appearing deafness withouit ary prodromal phenomena. The
development of the teeth is inhibited and their structure changed.
At the end of his work the autho-r quotes sever cases of grave
tertiary syphilitic aflections occurring in mrirddle-aged persons,
the histories of which do not mention any specific narîifestations
shortly after birth or dluring the first years of life ; that in these
cases syphilis was in question was proved, besides the objective
sigris, by the successful therapy : that it was hereditary syphilis
was evidenfced by the presence of the above-described anominalies
in the development of the wic' body, as well as in that of cer-
tain separate organs.-Jour. Cut. and Genito- Urin. Diseaue8.

Lactation in a Male.-Dr. W. M. Donald reports
the followrig case in tie Medical Age, which we reproduce on
account of the comparative irfrequency of such cases : J. V.,
French Canadian. male, aged 21, inarried, was brought to Dr.
Donald by some friends, more as a ciriosity thari for treatment,
they stating "ho gave milk like a woman." On examination
he found a well-developed and robust mari, with mammæ of
normal size, and nothing to indicate any uncommou power. But
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on pressure of either breast there was a flow of rich-looking milk,
which could be squirted several feet away from the body. He
has been aware of this remarkable power for about two years,
discovering it as follows: One day when rubbing himself about
the chest he found a few drops of milk on the nipples, which,
exciting his curiosity, caused him to press upon them, with the
result of producing quite a flow. Since then he has often
exhibited this power for the curiosity of friends, and finds the
milk secreted very readily. Though married two years, he is
childless, though his sexual power is good.-St. Louis Medical
and Surgical Journal.

The Pathology and Operative Treat.
ment of Goitre.-DR. BERRY (Birmingham Medical
Review, June, 1890) divides innocent forms of goitre into two
classes-those in which the whole gland is more or less uni-
formly enlarged, and those in which the enlargement is due to
the development of one or more definite cysts, or solid tumors,
generally in one lobe only of the gland. The former is usually
met with in young people, and may be regarded as the first
stage in the development of nearly ail goitres. The goitre con-
sists in some cases of a mere hypertrophy of ail parts of the
gland, but in most the enlargement is due chiefly to increase in
the amount of colloid material in the thyroid vesicles. Each
vesicle, instead of containing a small amount of colloid material,
as in the normal gland, is much dilated and contains a greatly
increased amonnt of secretion. In fact, it would be correct in
most cases to look upon the enlargement as being due to a hyper-
secretion of colloid material into ail the vesicles of the gland.
There is also some increase in the connective tissue and glan-
dular elements. That this hypersecretion is brought about, in
the great majority of cases, by some material introduced into
the body by means of drinking water, admits of but very little
doubt. This form of goitre rarely produces any very serious
symptoms, although sometimes these arise from pressure upon
the trachea, recurrent laryngeal nerves, and other structures in
the neck. Death may result from pressure upon the trachea.
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As a rule, goitres involving the whole of the gland compress the
trachea in such a manner as to cause lateral rather than antero-
posterior flattening. The operative measures for the cure of
parenchymatous goitre, excluding injections, the use of setons
and ligature of the thyroid arteries, which the author regards
as worthy of discussion, are the following :

1. Division of the istnmus with or without removal of a por-
tion of it.

2. Resection as recently introduced by Mikulicz of Cracow,
which cons'sts in removing all the goitre except a small piece on
each side of the trachea.

3. Extirpation of one-half or more of the gland.
Division of the thyroid isthmus was first performed in this

country by Mr. Holthouse, at the Westminster Hospital, in 1874;
but for some years it attracted little or no attention until re-
vived by Mr. Sydney Jones, of St. Thomas' Hospital, in 1883,
since which it bas been extensively practiced. Mr. Jones pointed
out that the operation not only gave relief to the dyspnoea, but
caused a remarkable diminution in the size of the goitre by in-
ducing atrophy of the lateral lobes. Dr. Berry does not endorse
the view that the relief to the dyspnoa is due to the mere
mechanical separation of the two halves of the gland, but to the
shrinking of the lobes which follows the operation, consequent
on the oozing away of the viscid colloid secretion" contained in
the vesicles of the gland. He bas noticed that division of the
thyroid isthmus in truly fibrous goitre gives little or no relief to
dyspnoa, and is not followed by diminution in the size of the
growth as in the more common colloid variety. The relief
afforded by the division of the isthmus in the colloid variety may
be permanent, but frequently the goitre reappears when the
wound bas healed and the secretion is again pent up in the
gland. In many cases where very urgent dyspnoa is present
a mere division of the isthmus will not afford relief sufficiently
quickly. It is then necessary to do some further operation,
either tracheotomy or the removal of a considerable portion of
the goitre, the latter being the more advisable.

Resection, as performed by the Polish surgeon, Mikulicz, is
25
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particularly suited to parenchymatous goitre. He performs the
operation in the following manner. He first isolates one lobe. of
the goitre in the ordinary way, as if he were about to remove it,
but takes care to leave untouched the connections on the inner
side where it is in coitact with the larynx, trachea and recurrent
laryngeal nerve, and where the inferior thyroid artery enters.
In this region a good-sized piece of gland-enough to carry on
the functions of the organ-is left intact, all the rest of the lobe
being cut away. The same proceeding is then executed, if
necessary, on the other side of the neck. In this operation the
dangerous region above mentioned is not interfered with, couse-
quently there is no fear of injuring the recurrent nerves. The
goitre is almost completely removed, but the small portions left
behind obviate any danger of the supervention of cachexia
strumipriva (so-called artificial myxoedema). Twenty-three cases
of this operation are reported in Langenbeck's Archives for 1888.
In twenty the wound healed by first intention ; in two suppura-
tion occurred, which delayed the healing process ; and one
patient died from recurrent hemorrhage, the ligature having
slipped from the superior thyroid artery.

The remaining operation which may be performed in bilateral
parenchymatous goitre, viz., removal of one lobe of the gland,
is more easily performed than any operation by which large
portions of both lobes are removed. It has the disadvantage.
however, that the opposite lobe almost always undergoes some
degree of subsequent hypertrophy, causing displacement of the
larynx and trachea.

The second class, which may be termed unilateral goitres,
never consist of simply hypertrophied gland tissue. The en-
largement is due in all cases to the developmeut in the gland of
one or more distinct tumors, either cystic or adenomatous
growths of some kind. They less often cause death by suffoca.
tion than do bilateral parenchymatous goitres. Still they are
frequently a source of considerable inconvenience, and even of
some danger, to the patient. Hence at times they call for re-
moval, and this may be performed with very little danger.
There are two methods of operating-enuleation and extirpa
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tion. The former consists of removal of the tumor alone from
the interior of the gland, everything else being left behind, and
is applicable only to those cases in which the goitre forms a well
defined tumer embedded in the gland. The latter consiste in
removing the whole of the affected lobe of the gland. The
author gave details of cases in which he had operated for uni-
lateral goitre by enucleation, and also one case of extirpation,
the tumor weighing 18 ounces, the results in each being satis-
factory. The discussion of other methods of treating cystic
goitre by tapping, injecting, etc., was outside the scope of the
paper.-London Med. Recorder.

Exophthalmic Goitre.-When the classical triad
of symptoms-rapid heart, protruding eyeballs, and enlarged
thyroid gland-is present, nothing is easier than the diagnosis
of the affection to which English authors attach the name of
Graves, and German writers that of Basedow. Quite different
is it, however, if one or more of these signe should be absent or
so slight as to escape notice unless searched for. The writer of
this article remembers very well a case in hie early practice
which he mistook for phthisis on account of the repeated occur-
rence of hemoptysis ; and he has now under his care a case
also attacked by pulmonary hemorrhages, which had been vari-

ously diagnosed as phthisis, nervous dyspepsia, and hypertrophy
of the heart. These two cases further agreed in the absence of

exophthalmos, and in the fact that the thyroid enlargement was

not perceptible upon casual observation, being hidden by the
clothing of the patient, and very slight withal. The early recog-
nition of the affection, however, is a matter very often of prime
importance ; for it may be stated that, as a rule, the favorable-
ness of the prognosis as to cure varies inversely with the dura-
tion of the disease. The difficulty of diagnosis is sometimes as

great when the goitre presents itself as a ,prominent symptom,
as when the goitre muet be sought for ; the most important of
the three symptoms being-the disturbed condition of the heart.

In any case of overacting heart, especially in a neurotic subject,
and more especially when associated with other phenomena of
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of vasomotor ataxia, Graves's disease should be taken into con-
sideration in the diagnosis and should not be lightly excluded.
Even in the absence of demonstrable gbitre, a thrill felt within,
or in the immediate neighborhood of, the suprasternal notch,
associated with a soft systolic blowing murmur, though not path-
ognomonic, is significant. When this symptom is found, careful
observation will often bring to light the existence of a condition
of intermittent enlargement of the thyroid gland, which would
render the-diagnosis certain.

Seeligmueller (Deutsche medicin. Wochens., May 29, 1890)
bas collated the most recent observations upon the symptom-
atology, pathogeny and therapy of the disease. According to
this author, tremor, to which attention was first directed by
Charcot in 1888, bas assumed considerable importance as an
initial symptom ; thus Lewin observed it in 13 out of 27 cases
as the first manifestation of the disease. One of his patients, a
boy of 9 years, after a severe fright, suddenly exhibited mus-
cular trembling and stuttering speech, while the full clinical
picture of exophthalmic goitre did not present itself until the
patient reached his seventeenth year. In the case of a hysteri.
cal girl, 17 years old, who came under the writer's care at the
medical clinic of the Jefferson Medical College Hospital, nystag-
mus had existed since childhood ; goitre and cardiac disturbance
suddenly developing after a fright consequent upon a fall from
a step-ladder. In this case exophthalmos developed under ob-
servation. Diminution of electrical resistance of the skin, first
observed by Vigouroux and confirmed by Charcot, Eulenberg,
von Martius, and Kahler, while not pathognomonic, is an im-
portant symptom. It is plausibly attributed to increase of
moisture, the result of insensible perspiration. Irregular tem-
perature is another indication of vasonotor instability which may
be an aid in the diagnosis. Complications with epilepsy, tabes,
ophthalmoplegia externa, irregular bulbar paralysis, polio-ence-
phalitis, paralysis of the limbs, diabetes, polyuria, hysterical
paralysis, etc., are reported. The importance of hysterical
symptoms in diagnosis bas long been known. Of the more
recent theories of pathogenesis, only two demand attention:
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that which places the origin of the affection in the medulla, and
that which seeks it in the thyroid gland. Durdufi has repeated
Filehne's experiment upon animals, and has succeeded in pro.
ducing protrusion of the eyeball by section of the medulla at the
level of the auditory nucleus, though he was not able, as Filehne
was, to produce goitre and cardiac disturbance.

Hale White has reported the results of an autopsy on a patient
who died from pneumonia, after having for years suffered with
exophthalmic goitre, in which he found in the floor of the fourth
ventricle a number of small hemorrhagic infarcts. These he
attributed to the influence of the circulatory sequelS of the
pulmonary inflammation, upon a plan of lowered resistance.

Paul Moebius first put forth the idea that disturbance of thy-
roid function is the primary stage in the general clinical features
of the affection, thus making the disease correlated with myx-
ædema and cachexia strumipriva. Gautier upholds this theory
by citing cases in which surgical operations upon the goitre have
caused the disappearance of all symptoms. The study of early
cases, however, must negative this view-at least in the eyes of
the clinician. In the matter of therapy, recent contributions
do not help us much ; although instances of recovery under
various methods of treatment continue to be reported. In our
own experience, picrotoxin, as recommended by Bartholow, has
proved of service.-Medical News

]ntubation of the Larynx in Croup-
D'Heilly (Archivf. .Rinderheilkunde) reports thirteen cases of
intubation for croup, the symptoms being such as usually require
tracheotomy, namely, persistent dyspnSa, recession of the epi-
gastrium, and commencing asphyxia. The youngest child was
nine months old, the oldest four years. Two of the children
Iwere too near death to be benefited by any treatment; of the
remaining eleven only two were saved. In spite of this high
mortality the author formed a favorable opinion as to the value
of the procedure. It involves no loss' of blood and no wound,
it can be carried out easily, and serious and unexpected acci-

dents are not likely to occur. An unsuccessful intubation can
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be repeated, and, if continually unsuccessful, tracheotomy can
be performed. Neither shock nor rise of temperature attends
the operation, and the air is not cold when it reaches the lung
as it is when inspired through a tracheotomy tube.

On the other hand, the tube is frequently obstructed by false
membrane, when it must be quickly removed and as quickly
reintroduced. American authors recommend that the patient
be allowed to cough the tube out, but this was never allowed in
d'Heilly's cases. Another objection to intubation is the diffi-
culty of swallowing that it produces, vhich of necessity inter-
feres with nutrition. Especially is this difficulty experienced in
the administration of liquid food, which may be inspired and
cause pulmonary disease. Feeding through the nose by means
of a catheter may obviate this difficulty, but is attended with
others.

The author thus summarizes the conditions in which the
method may be used:

1. In very young children in whom tracheotomy offers only
slight chances of recovery, and in whoin even a slight loss of
blood would be harmful.

2. In mild cases of croup which seem likely to continue as
such and for which tracheotomv is a severe remedy.

3. In very severe cases of .toxic diphtheria in which the
patient is already much weakened.

4. In cases of croup following measles, in which tracheotomy
in never successful. Intubation in such cases offers a slight
chance of success.

5. In all cases in which tracheotomy is impossible or danger-
ous.-Arlives of Pediatric8, October, 1890.
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THE ADDRESS ON MEDICAL EDUCATION BY THE
DEAN OF THE FACULTY OF MEDICINE,

McGILL UNIVERSITY.

Our age above all others is characterized by the rapidity,
number, and thoroughness of the changes that are passing over
its entire civilization. In these, every branch of education,
every department of investigation has shared. Within the last
quarter of a century, and more especially within the last decade,
so great and so radical have been the changes in ways of think-
ing and modes of procedure in consequence, that it may be said
without the least exaggeration that the science and the art of
medicine are now being revolutionized. Corresponding destruc-
tive and contemporaneous constructive processes are going on in
the literature and science of the profession. If we were to
attempt to express in a word the meaning of all this, we would
say that medicine is being recognized as a branch of that widest
of the natural sciences-biology. Whatever the final issue of
the investigations on micro-organisms, so far as the actual direct
effect on medicine, we believe that the highest good to this de-
partment of human thought and activity will be the clear recog-
nition, by even the mass of practitioners, thatscientific medicine
is none other than the consideration of the great laws of living
things in general, viewed in the light of deviations from
what we call a normal condition; but which, from another point
of view, are perfectly natural under the circumstances. It is
the business of the physician primarily to understand the normal,
the deviations from it, and the circumstances under which they
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occur ; secondarily, to use his art to make it easier for the affect-
ed organism to return to the norme. On this hang all the law
and the phophets in medicine, as we understand it.

If this be a correct view of the case as it presents itself in our
age, it is clear that medical education must undergo changes still
more profound than any that have yet affected it. The student
must either begin his studies with a fair knowledge of the laws of
general biology, legitimately derived from practical study, or he
must acquire this early in his college course. Anatomy must
become morphology, and be comparative in no small degree if
it is to be educative, without losing anything in the extent to
which its practical aspects are considered, i.e., its immediate
applicability to the practice of medicine and surgery. The
student must be prepared to grasp pharmacology and physiology
by a sound knowledge of chemistry, both organic and inorganic,
as well as physics. Physiology must be comprehensive and sci.
entific. It must rest on foundations as broad and deep as
general biology. The human organism can never be understood
when isolated from the rest of the animal kingdom, as bas been
too much the custom up to the present. Every leading medi-
cal truth of the day, in so far as it bas a scientific foundation at
all, takes us outside of ourselves, and explains what we are by
lower organismas. There is in medicine the application of the
great laws of living things and the methods of their development
-in other words, of evolution-organic evolution.

After such a preparation as this, the student enters the hos-
pital ward to study diseased organisms with the spirit of a natu-
ralist. He is, however, a naturalist whose aim is not only to
know, but to do; or, we may say, to know still more by his
doing and at the same time relieve suffering, and advance
indirectly the moral and intellectual velfare of his race; for
it must be more and more apparent to the thoughtful that the
nature of man is a unit, and that the good of one part involves
the good of the others, and the reverse.

Nor will the practitioner who hopes to attain the highest
results be content with the study of disease in any one animal,
even though that be man himseIlf. Medicine is one, because
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animal organisms have common laws. Our distinctions into
human and comparative (or veterinary) medicine are purely
arbitrary and conventional, and their isolation at present is
robbing each profession of much helpful light. We look for a
closer union of these departments in thought (not in practice of
course) as one of those consummations devoutly to be wished.
MeGill is to be congratulated on the fact that a large step
bas been taken in this direction by making the Veterinary
School of this city, so favorably known over the wliole con-
tinent for nearly a quarter of a century, the Faculty of Com-
parative Medicine and Veterinary Science of the University;
with a continuation of that close connection in teaching which
bas long existed between the two faculties. But how are these
ideals of medical education to be realized ? We believe that
the first great requisite for all high achievements is a pro-
found conviction of the value of what is undertaken, and that
the value depends on the ideal being a true and worthy one.

Buildings will be required in which the practical work of
teaching and investigation can be adequately carried on,-in a
word, laboratories well equipped with both books and apparatus,
so that the investigator may know what has been already done,
and have also the appliances for carrying out his experiments on
the one hand, and teaching the student practically and individu-
ally the elements of those sciences he especially needs to know,
and preparing him to become an investigator himself, for snch
in spirit be should be from the first. But a greater need than
buildings, books or apparatus is a body of men able to guide,
criticise, stimulate and inspire the young workers ; in other
words, professors capable, enthusiastic and energetie, with a
sufficient number of junior assistants so that the heads of
departments will not be unduly occupied with minor details
that can be well enough looked after by less valuable and
expensive helpers. The professor must be left free enough to
enable him to keep abreast with the age himself, and give the
best that he knows to the whole profession in a fori it can
assimilate. Plainly, the time has come Ywhen a professor of any
primary branch must be a man of special tastes, education
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and capabilities; in fact an expert in the true sense of the term.
The great schools of medicine must seek for the best men, and
not any longer encourage those occupying subordinate positions
to believe that if they only hold on long enough they must
needs drop into the professorial chair when the present occu.
pant drops ont. The mere hangers-on must be discouraged as
much as possible. Al appointments should be for a definite
period, even to the professorial chairs. In this age, such is the
rapidity of progress that even the most industrious specialist can
scarcely keep up with the tide of knowledge. Provision must be
made to enable men to retire when they are no longer able to
maintain the pace. Salaries should be liberal, and a pension
fund would be one of a university's best investments, for it
would remove some of the hindrances to progress. Men would
not be so tempted to hold to their chairs that, as 0. W. Holmes
says, they can scarce be hoisted from them by the explosic!t of a
petard. The time is not far distant when even clinical chaii-
must be endowed in this country, if we will keep fully abreait
with the age.

But where is the means to come from with which such pro-
visions are to be made ? We cannot, as in Germany, look for
any such wise foresight on the part of the Government. McGill
is a remarkable example of an institution supported almost
entirely by the bequests of the liberal and enlightened citizens
of Montreal.· We place no limit to their good deeds. As yet,
little has been done for her Medical Faculty it is true, but
sufficient has been accomplished in this direction to show that
the people of Montreal believe in the principle of assisting
this faculty as well as others. .

We congratulate Dr. Craik, the Dean of the Faculty of
Human Medicine, on the clearness and correctness of his mental
perspective. His address, shows that he understands the ton-
dencies of the day, and that, with a hopefulnees and determina-
tion that would do honour to the youngest man of the Faculty, ho
is determined to battle for the realization of those high ideals
which McGil throughout her whole career has striven to
uphold. He has not forgot to mention those worthies who in
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the past have done their share nobly to place their Alma Mater
at the front ; nor those who had the insight and generosity to open
their purses to meet her needs ; and it is cheering to realize that
McGill's latest medical Dean is so keenly alive to her immediate
and future requirements. The graduates of the Medical Faculty
of McGill throughout the world, noted as they are for their loyal-
ty, will rejoice at these recent utterances, and will think of the
grand old institution with feelings of fitting pride.

It was unfortunate that the University could not furnish the
buildings required a few years ago, and that the, as yet, small
endowment fund of the Medical Faculty had to be invaded for
this purpose. Let us hope that the $80,000 diverted for build.
ing purposes may be restored many fold by generous men, who,
perchance, may see as we do the relations of progressive medicine
to the civilization of the age.

A Chair of Practical Pathology, which shall be as broad' as
possible, and occupied by an able investigator and teacher of
matured thought and experience, would indeed be a great
boon, not only to McGill but the whole country. But McGill's
needs in other directions are also great, when we adopt the highest
conception of medical training. It cannot be expected that men
of the very best class can be either secured or retained to give
all their energies to the work for any such incomes as are
usually available. The same ability used in the practice of
medicine brings in a vastly better financial return. It is not
good policy to starve the fountain-heads of knowledge, or exhaust
them by an endless routine of work that can be equally well
done by junior assistants. May the Dean's and our own con-
ceptions of McGill's vants be speedily and fully' met. We
believe that they will.

EDIToRIAL. 395
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latdical %Jtms
-The latest definition of kleptomania: A taking form of

insanity.

-The recent International Congress was attended by 8,831
persons, made up as follows: Germans, 5,561; ladies, 1,879;
non-medical, 116; Americans, 623 ; English, 353 ; French,
171; Italians, 140 ; Russians, 471; Turks, 12; Portuguese, 5.

-The late Prof. Gross, after advising the class of the utility
of koumiss as a nutriment during the inflammatory process, gavé
the following directions for preparing it: Dissolve a half ounce
of grape sugar in four ounces of water. Dissolve twenty grains
of yeast cake in four ounces of milk. Pour both into a quart
bottle and fill nearly to the top with milk. Cork tightly, fasten-
ing the cork with wire. Put into a cool place and shake two or
three times daily for three days. Keep for use no longer than
six days.-College and Clinical Record.

ERROR OF A HOSPITAL ATTENDANT.-Dr. L., passing through
the Military Hospital, perceived the belly of Major K. to be tre-
mendously swollen. " Ah !" exclaimed the doctor, " you are
very ill, Major. Your abdomen is swollen to excess. You
appear to have dropsy." To which the Major retorted: "No
'wonder after that nurse gave me twelve one-quart injections
successively." The physician proceeded to inquire into the case,
and discovered that the nurse, in place of writing down one in-
jection for number twelve, had written down twelve injections
for number one.

A PRUDENT PATIENT.-M. de Montlurin, of Pont de Veyle,
loved his bottle ; he fell sick and called in a physician. The
doctor was cruel; not only did he interdict wine for bis client,
but he prescribed hot water in large quantities. Madame de
Montlurin, desirous of carrying out the prescription of the phy
sician, soon after the departure of the latter, appeared at her
husband's bedside with a large glass of limpid and beautiful
hot water. The patient rose in bed and taking a swallow, com-
menced to gag; after handing the glass back to bis wife, said,
reproachfully, "My dear, keep the remedy for another time.
I have always heard it said that it is dangerous to trifle with
medical remedies. Rand me the brandy and soda. If I must
die, I do not desire death by drowning." The patient recovered
'without the hot water or a physician.
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THE SPANK CURE.-The Chicago Inter- Ocean, quaintly but
sensibly, remarks: "Among the good old customs which are
falling into disuse, that of spanking the coming generation into
behaving itself is leading the procession. There are no such
spankings now as there used to be in my time, and I am sorry
for it. Things in the spank line are certainly degenerating,
along with the drama, the flavor of strawberries, and phenomenal
weather, as the years go by. Children just entering the heated,
base-burning epoch of spankhood now have " nerves," and must
be humored. They get to balking and skulking, and the family
physiciani is called in when the good old housewife remedy of a
warm application of slipper is all that is needed The spank
cure is not appreciated in this generation as it was in the last.
Looking back on a stormy and tempestuous career in the wood-
shed with Jones pere at the helm, I now feel like vriting him a
kind and encouraging testimonial on the efficacy of his unap-
proachable spank treatment, although at thtt time I felt more
like kicking him in the shins, and, I regret to say, sometimes
gave vent to my emotions."

-A " Surgeon," who had used alumi, belladonna, bismuth,
and boracic acid for sweating feet, with little good result, wrote
to the Britih Medical Journal (quoted in N. Y. M21ed. Abstract)
and received the following replies: 1. Wear low shoes, wool
socks. and dust the feet-over twice a day with iodol; they will
soon be as hard, sweet and comfortable as one could wish.
2. Wash the feet at night with.very hot water, put on white
cotton socks, and immerse the feet, thus covered, in methylated
spirit, poured into a basin ; wear the socks all night ; they will
soen dry in bed. During the evening wear cotton socks and
common felt slippers, and keep the socks constantly saturated
with spiiit. In a week the cure will be complete. The best
ventilated boots are made of stout canvas. 8. Liq. plnmb.
diacet., acid carbolic; sva 5ij ; aque ad, Sij; M. One teaspoon-
fuil to be mixed with a pint of warm(ish) water, and the feet
washed every morning and dried with a soft towel. 4. Wash
the feet night and morning with soap and water, and after care-
ful drying sponge them over with the following lotion: Plumbi
acet., 3j; acet. destil., ôj ; sp. vini methylat., 3ij ; aq. ad 3xvj.
Sig.-Ft. lotio. I have found this so efficacious that I use no
other treatment. Shoes are preferable to boots, but whichever
are used I recommend those of buckskin, which is very soft and
easy to the feet. The inner sole has several perforations com-
Municating with the outer air by a tube in the heel. Patients
have expressed the greatest comfort from the use of these boots.
-College and Clinical Becord.
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